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Chapter 1 – The Hebrew Alphabet 
 Be able to write the entire answer except any [bracketed part] for questions with inverted numbers () 

 Write the Hebrew alphabet ת ׁש ל מ נ ס ע פ צ ק ר ׂשח ט י כ  ז ו ה ד ג ב א 


Which letters can take a pronunciation-changing 

dot inside the letter? What are they called? 
The begadkephat letters are ב ג ד כ פ ת 

 What is that pronunciation-changing dot called? Dagesh Lene 

 Transliterate the Hebrew alphabet ʾ b/ḇ g/ḡ d/ḏ h w z ḥ ṭ y k/ḵ l m n s ʿ p/p̄ ṣ q r ś š t/ṯ 

 Which letters have a final form? Write both forms צ ץ פ ף נ ן מ ם כ ך  

 What is my mnemonic for ? CoMMoN  FaTS 

 Write the guttural letters א ה ח ע 

 What distinguishes Bet and Kaf? 
 Bet ב has a bump in the lower-right corner. 

 Kaf כ has a rounded lower-right corner. 

 What is a way to remember Kaf vs. Qof? Kaf ‘cough’ כ looks like an open mouth coughing 

 What distinguishes Gimmel and Nun? 

 Gimmel ג has a bump up and down in the lower-

right corner like the heel on a boot. 

 Nun נ has a square lower-right corner. 

 Some people write Nun without a top line, e.g.,  נ 

 What distinguishes Hay, Ḥet, and Tav? 

 He ה has a gap in the upper-left corner. 

 Ḥet ח has NO gap in the upper-left corner. 

 Tav ת has a bump in the lower-left corner 

and NO gap in the upper-left corner 


What distinguishes Sin and Shin? 

[What is a mnemonic for remembering which is 

which?] 

 Sin ׂש has a dot in the upper-left corner. 

 Shin ׁש has a dot in the upper-right corner. 

 [“He LEFT Sin behind.”] 

 What distinguishes final Mem and Samech? 
 Final Mem ם has square bottom corners. 

 Samech ס has round bottom corners. 

 What distinguishes Dalet and Resh? 
 Dalet ד has a square or bumpy upper-right corner. 

 Resh ר has a round upper-right corner. 

 What distinguishes Tsade and Ayin? 
 Tsade צ has a bump in the lower-right corner. 

 Ayin ע has a smooth lower-right corner. 


What distinguishes Waw, Zayin, Yod, final Kaf, 

and final Nun? 

 Waw ו has NO bump in the upper-right corner. 

 Zayin ז has a bump in the upper-right corner. 

 Yod י is short. 

 Final Kaf ך goes below the line, has a square 

upper-right corner, and usually has two dots ְך 

 Final Nun ן goes below the line. 
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Chapter 2 – The Hebrew Vowels 


Write, name, and transliterate the long vowels 

that aren’t vowel letters 
  ָ  Qamets ā   ֵ  Tsere ē   ֹ  Holem ō 


How are long vowels that are not vowel letters 

transliterated? 
With a line (‘macron’) over the letter: ā, ē, ō 


Write, name, and transliterate the short vowels 

that are not vowel letters 

  ַ  Pathach a   ֶ  Seghol e   ִ  Hireq i 

  ָ  Qamets Hatuf o    ֻ  Qibbuts u 

 How are short vowels transliterated? with a plain letter: a, e, i, o, u 


Write, name, and transliterate the reduced 

vowels 

  ֲ  Hateph Pathach ă    ֱ  Hateph Seghol ĕ 

  ֳ  Hateph Qamets Hatuf ŏ   ְ  Vocal Shewa ə 

 Write, name, and transliterate the Hateph vowels 
  ֲ  Hateph Pathach ă    ֱ  Hateph Seghol ĕ 

  ֳ  Hateph Qamets Hatuf ŏ 

 How are Hateph vowels transliterated? with a breve (like a ‘u’) over the letter: ă, ĕ, ŏ 

 Where do Hateph vowels occur? Only under guttural letters 

 When do gutturals take a Vocal Shewa? Never. They always take a Hateph vowel instead. 

 What makes a vowel a ‘vowel letter’? 
Vowel letters have a consonant that is acting as a 

vowel, not as a consonant. 

 Which consonants are used to write vowel letters? ה Hay  י Yod  ו Vav 

 How are vowel letters transliterated? 
with a caret (like an upside-down ‘v’) over the 

letter: â, ê, î, ô, û 


Write, name, and transliterate the vowel letters 

written with Hay 

ה  ָ  Qamets Hay â   ה ֵ  Tsere Hay ê 

ה  ֶ  Seghol Hay ê   ֹה  Holem Hay ô 


Write, name, & transliterate vowel letters 

written with Vav 
ֹו   Holem Vav ô   ּו  Shureq û 


Write, name, and transliterate the vowel letters 

written with Yod 

י  ֶ  Seghol Yod ê   י ֵ  Tsere Yod ê 

י  ִ  Hireq Yod î 



Which vowel letters sound like the 

corresponding vowel? 

 E.g.,  י ֵ  vs.   ֵ ה  , ָ  vs.   ָ , and ּו vs   ֻ  

 All except Hireq Yod vs. Hireq: 

o י ִ is ‘machine’ whereas  ִ  is ‘bit’ 

 Which vowel letters are long?   ה ֶ  is short. All others are long 

 Which are the irreducible long vowels? 
The vowel letters written with י Yod or ו Vav are 

the irreducible long vowels 

 What is unique about vowel letters written with ה Hay? They can only occur at the end of a word 

 What are the two kinds of Shewa? Vocal Shewa and Silent Shewa 


What do the two kinds of Shewa have in 

common? 

 Both are written   ְ  

 Both are on the last consonant of a syllable 
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 How do the two kinds of Shewa differ? 

 Vocal Shewa is a reduced vowel, 

whereas Silent Shewa is not a vowel at all. 

 Vocal Shewa is pronounced and transliterated, 

whereas Silent Shewa is not. 

 A consonant with Vocal Shewa begins and ends a 

syllable (it gets a syllable to itself), 

whereas Silent Shewa never begins a syllable. 

 What is defective writing? 
In defective writing, a vowel letter is written with a 

regular vowel instead of with a vowel letter 

 How is ֹו written defectively?   ֹ  (Holem) 

 How is ּו written defectively?   ֻ  (Qibbuts) 

 How is  י ִ  written defectively?    ִ (Hireq) 

 How is final  ה ָ  written defectively?   ָ  (Qamets) 


What is tricky when final  ה ָ  is written 

defectively instead of plene? 

 The consonant will switch to its final form if it 

has one. 

 E.g., ָנה   ָ  ן
 If   ֹ  is a defective vowel, what is its plene form? ֹו (Holem Waw) 

 If   ֻ  is a defective vowel, what is its plene form? ּו (Shureq) 

 If   ִ  is a defective vowel, what is its plene form?  י ִ  (Hireq Yod) 

 If   ָ  is a defective vowel, what is its plene form?  ה ָ  (Qamets Hay) 

 Where can   ָ  be a defective vowel? Why? 
Only at the end of a word, because vowel letters 

with Hay (i.e.,  ה ָ ) only occur at the end of a word. 

 What is tricky when final   ָ  is written plene? 
 The consonant will lose its final form if it has one. 

 E.g., ָך  ָכה 

 What length is Hireq   ִ  ? 

 Hireq   ִ  is a short vowel. 

 Advanced info: If Hireq   ִ  is a defectively written 

Hireq Yod  י ִ , then Hireq   ִ  is a long vowel. 

 What length is Qibbuts   ֻ  ? 

 Qibbuts   ֻ  is a short vowel. 

 Advanced info: If Qibbuts   ֻ  is a defectively 

written Shureq ּו, then Qibbuts   ֻ  is a long vowel. 

 What is Quiescent Aleph? 
 Aleph without a vowel or silent shewa 

 E.g., צֹאן has a Quiescent Aleph 

 When does Aleph become quiescent? 
 Always when it would have a Silent Shewa 

 Sometimes when it would have a reduced vowel. 


If a consonant that precedes Shin ׁש seems not to 

have a vowel, what may have happened? 

(2 possibilities) 

 If the apparently vowel-less consonant is Aleph, it 

may be Quiescent Aleph (which lacks a vowel). 

 Otherwise, the consonant that precedes Shin ׁש 

has a Holem, but the dot of the Holem   ֹ  merged 

with the dot of the Shin ׁש (this happens in some 

fonts). 
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 What is   ֹׂש (with 2 dots) ?  ֹׂש is Sin ׂש followed by the vowel Holem   ֹ  


If Sin ׂש seems not to have a vowel, but is not 

the last consonant of a word, what happened? 

How do you know? 

 In such a case, Sin ׂש has the vowel Holem   ֹ , but 

the dot of the Holem and the dot of the Sin ׂש 

merged (this happens in some fonts). 

 We know this because every consonant (except 

Quiescent Aleph and the last consonant of a word) 

must have either a vowel or a Silent Shewa. 

 What does a Dagesh Forte look like? 
 A Dagesh Forte is a dot inside a consonant. 

 It looks exactly like a Dagesh Lene. 

 Which letters can NOT take a Dagesh Forte? 
 Gutturals (א ע ה ח) and Resh ר 

never take Dagesh Forte 

 What does a Dagesh Forte do? 

 A Dagesh Forte ‘doubles’ the consonant: the first 

copy ends one syllable, the second copy and 

begins the next syllable. 

o E.g., English better = bet | ter 

 In a begadkephat consonant, Dagesh Forte also 

hardens the sound just like a Dagesh Lene does. 


Which sound does a begadkephat with a 

Dagesh Forte have? 

 In a begadkephat, 

Dagesh Forte doubles the hard sound. 

 E.g., ּכ with Dagesh Forte = kk, not kk 


What kind of Dagesh hardens the sound of a 

begadkephat consonant? 

 Both kinds of Dagesh 

 Dagesh Lene hardens the sound of a begadkephat 

 Dagesh Forte hardens the sound of a begadkephat 

AND also doubles the consonant 


When a Final Kaf ך has two dots ְך, 

what are the dots? 
 Silent Shewa 

 Which Kaf sound does ְך make? Why? 
 k (the soft sound: ch in Bach or Loch) 

 Because it doesn’t have a Dagesh 
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Chapter 3 – Syllabification and Pronunciation 


What is true of all Hebrew syllables? 

(A few exceptions exist) 

 They begin with one consonant. 

 They have only one vowel. 

 What are the two types of Hebrew syllables? 
 Open syllables end with a vowel. 

 Closed syllables end with a consonant. 


Name the syllables from left to right based on 

their position relative to the end of the word 
 Ultima – Penultima – Antepenultima 

 or Ultima – Penult – Antepenult 


Name the syllables from left to right based on 

their position relative to the accent 
 Posttonic – Tonic – Pretonic – Propretonic 

 Where are Hebrew words accented? 
 Usually on the last syllable {ultima} 

 Sometimes on the next-to-last {penultima} 

 When do the textbook & workbook show accents?  Only when a word is accented on the penultima 


What are the two kinds of Dagesh? 

What do they do to a consonant? 

 Dagesh Lene hardens a begadkephat consonant 

 Dagesh Forte also doubles any consonant 

 How does Dagesh Forte affect syllabification?  Put a syllable break at Dagesh Forte.  ָהַאת  = ’at | tâ 

 A Dagesh is a Dagesh Forte if and only if …  It is preceded by a vowel that is not Shewa. 

 When is a Shewa a Silent Shewa? 

 not under Dagesh Forte and the preceding vowel 

lacks metheg and is Short or Accented Long 

[Silent SAL], or 

 at the end of a word 

 When is a Shewa a Vocal Shewa? 

 at the beginning of a word, or 

 under a Dagesh Forte, or 

 after a vowel with Metheg, or 

 after an unaccented long vowel, or 

 after another Shewa if not at the end of a word 

 How does one syllabify a Shewa? 
 Syllable break after Silent Shewa (never before) 

 Syllable break before and after Vocal Shewa 

 What is the vowel   ָ  ?  Qamets (long A)   OR   Qamets Hatuf (short O) 


How can you tell if   ָ  is 

Qamets or Qamets Hatuf? 

 Qamets Hatuf occurs only in unaccented syllables 

that are closed or followed by 

Hatef Qamets Hatuf   ֳ ָ . 

 Unaccented    ְ ָ  is ambiguous. 

 If in doubt, guess Qamets. 

 What is the last vowel in  ֹבֵרַח ?  Furtive Pathach 


How does one pronounce, transliterate, and 

syllabify Furtive Pathach? 

 Pronounce and transcribe Furtive Pathach before 

the consonant that it is written under. 

 Furtive Pathach does not count as the one vowel 

for its syllable. 

 What kind of Aleph occurs in ַחָטאת ? Why?  It is Quiescent Aleph because it lacks a vowel. 


How does one pronounce and syllabify 

quiescent aleph? 

 Quiescent aleph is silent 

 Quiescent aleph never begins a syllable 


What Hebrew diphthong does the book teach? 

How does it affect syllabification? 

   ִי ַ֫  stays together in one syllable that begins and 

ends with a consonant 
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Chapter 4 – Hebrew Nouns 

 What numbers can nouns be? 

 Singular 

 Plural (2 or more) 

 Dual (2 or more of things that come in pairs) 

 What genders are Hebrew nouns? 

 Every noun is either masculine or feminine. 

 A few nouns are treated sometimes like masculine 

and sometimes like feminine. 


What are the endings for 

masculine singular (ms) nouns? 

 Almost all MS nouns are endingless. 

 A few MS nouns end in  ה ֶ  


What is the most common ending for 

feminine singular (fs) nouns? 
 Most FS nouns end in  ה ָ  


List all of the possible endings for 

feminine singular (fs) nouns. 

  ה / ַ ת / ֶ ת / ִ ית / ּות ָ  

 A few FS nouns are endingless (‘unmarked’) 

 List the endings for masculine dual (md) nouns.   ִים ַ֫  

 List the endings for feminine dual (fd) nouns.   ִים ִים / ַ ֫ ַת֫ ָ  


List the endings for masculine plural (mp) 

nouns. 

  ים ִ  (defective is  ם ִ ) 
 ֹות (rare) (defective is  ֹת ) 

 List the endings for feminine plural (fp) nouns. 
 ֹות (defective is  ֹת ) 

  ים ִ  (rare) (defective is  ם ִ ) 
 For questions 10–20, indicate the gender and number for a noun that has the following ending: 

 no ending 
Singular 

Probably masculine 

 ה  ֶ  Masculine singular 

 ה  ָ  Feminine singular 

 ת  ַ  Feminine singular 

 ת  ֶ  Feminine singular 

 ית  ִ  Feminine singular 

  Feminine singular ּות

 ִים  ַ֫  
Dual 

Probably masculine 

 ִים  ַת֫ ָ  Feminine dual 

 ים  ִ  Plural 

Probably masculine 

  Plural ֹות

Probably feminine 


What do we call the form of a word that is used 

for the entry of a dictionary? 
 the lexical form 

 Which form of a noun is the lexical form?  the singular 
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 What is a Geminate noun? 

 A noun that used to end with a repeated 

consonant. (e.g., אמם). 

 The lexical form now drops that consonant. 

 How does one reduce a vowel? 
 Change the vowel to Vocal Shewa. 

 Gutturals use a Hateph vowel (usually   ֲ  ) instead 


How can you usually find the lexical form of a 

plural or dual noun? 

 Drop the plural or dual ending 

 Perhaps add a singular ending 

 Drop word-final Dagesh Forte that lacks a vowel 

 Often change vowels if no singular ending 

o Reduced vowels often become regular vowels 

o Regular vowels may change 

o Vowel letters do not change 

 When does the Rule of Shewa happen? When there would be two reduced vowels in a row 


Which Shewa does the Rule of Shewa affect? 

Why? 

 Only Vocal Shewa 

 Because Silent Shewa is not a Reduced Vowel 

 What does the Rule of Shewa do in general? 
 It changes the first reduced vowel 

into the corresponding short vowel. 


What does the Rule of Shewa do to the following vowel sequences? 

Assume that all Shewas are vocal. א stands for any guttural letter. 
    ְ ְ      ְ ִ  

 אֲ   ְ     ֲא ַ  

  ַאְ    ֲאְ  

 אֱ   ְ     ֱא ֶ  

  ֶאְ    ֱאְ  

 אֳ   ְ      ֳא ָ  (  ָ  is Qamets Hatuf) 

  (has Qamets Hatuf אָ ) ָאְ    ֳאְ  

 יְ   ְ    י ִ  

 ֱאֹלִהים  ְ    אֹלִהים ֵ  (Quiescent Aleph) 

 ְיהָוה  ְ    יהָוה ַ  (pronounce  אֹדָני ַ ) 

 If the following vowel sequences are due to the Rule of Shewa, what were they before? 

    ְ ִ  was    ְ ְ  

 אֲ   ַ  was   ֲא ְ  

  ֲאְ   was ַאְ  

 אֱ   ֶ  was   ֱא ְ  

  ֱאְ   was ֶאְ  
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 אֳ   ָ  was   ֳא ְ  

  ֳאְ   was ָאְ  

 י  ִ  was   ְי ְ  

 אֹלִהים  ֵ  was  ֱאֹלִהים ְ  

 יהָוה  ַ  was  ְיהָוה ְ  


Why does the Rule of Shewa mostly happen at 

the beginning of a word? 

 A Shewa in front of a reduced vowel is 

Silent Shewa unless the Shewa is word initial. 

o E.g., the Shewa in   ֳ ְ  is Silent Shewa unless 

it is word-initial.  


When can the Rule of Shewa happen in the 

middle of a word? Why? 

 When the first vowel is a Hateph vowel 

(e.g.,   ֳ  ְ ) 

 Because Hateph vowels are always reduced 

vowels (and Shewa after a reduced vowel is Vocal 

Shewa). 

 Translate and indicate the lexical form for the following irregular plural nouns: 

  ָנִׁשים .vs ֲאָנִׁשים
 ָנִׁשים is ‘women’ or ‘wives’ [plural of ִאָשה] 

 ֲאָנִׁשים is ‘men’ or ‘husbands’ [plural of ִאיׁש] 

 What are some mnemonics for  ? 
 real men are ʾănāšîm-ed  (ֲאָנִׁשים-ed) 

 ‘Alpha male’ so ‘men’ is ֲאָנִׁשים not ָנִׁשים 
 בֹותאָ     ָבֹותא  is ‘fathers’ [plural of ָאב] 

  [ִעיר plural of] ’is ‘cities ָעִרים  ָעִרים

 ִתים  ָבִנים .vs ָבנֹות .vs ָבָּֽ
 ִתים ִית is ‘houses’ [plural of ָבָּֽ  [ַב֫

 ָבנֹות is ‘daughters’ [plural of ַבת] 

 ָבִנים is ‘sons’ [plural of ֵבן] 

  ַיִמים .vs ָיִמים
 ָיִמים is ‘days’ [plural of יֹום] 
 ַיִמים is ‘seas’ [plural of ָים] 

 How can you remember  ? 

 ‘sea’ is a geminate noun, so the Dagesh Forte 

returns when an ending is added to it. 

 Think of the Dagesh Forte in the Mem מ as a boat 

floating in the sea. ַיִמים ‘seas’ 
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Chapter 5 – Definite Article and Conjunction Waw 
 The answers to questions that are labeled ‘advanced information’ need not be memorized at this time. 

 What makes a noun definite? 

A noun is definite if and only if it: 

 has the definite article (‘the’) 

 is a proper noun 

 has a pronominal suffix (chapter 9) 

 is in construct chain whose last noun is definite 

(chapter 10. §10.2.2) 



Certain consonants sometimes drop their 

Dagesh Forte if they have one. 

 

What is the mnemonic for this list of 

consonants? 

 

What are the consonants? 

 SQiN ‘eM LeVY 

 S = ס צ ׁש ׂש [Everything transliterated s: s ṣ ś š] 
 Q = ק [Q not K because ק not כ] 

 N = נ 
 M = מ 

 L = ל 

 V = ו [Vav, not Bet] 

 Y = י 


When do the consonants listed in  lose their 

Dagesh Forte? 
 A SQiN eM LeVY consonant with Shewa 

sometimes drops its Dagesh Forte (if it has one). 


When do the consonants listed in  lose their 

Dagesh Lene? 
 SQiN eM LeVY consonants are not begad kephat 

consonants, so they never have a Dagesh Lene. 
 Which consonants never take a Dagesh Forte?  Gutturals ( א ה ח ע ) and Resh ( ר ) 

 What is compensatory lengthening? 
 A short vowel becomes a long vowel to make up 

for the loss of a Dagesh Forte or a vowel in the 

following consonant. 

 What can cause compensatory lengthening? 
 A Guttural or Resh rejects a Dagesh Forte 

 Aleph rejects Shewa and becomes quiescent 


When does the loss of a Dagesh Forte in a SQiN 

eM LeVY consonant cause compensatory 

lengthening? 
 Never 


If Qamets   ָ  is due to compensatory 

lengthening, what was it before it lengthened? 
 Pathach   ַ    ַ     ָ  


If Tsere   ֵ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Hireq   ִ    ִ     ֵ  


If Holem   ֹ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Qibbuts   ֻ    ֻ     ֹ  

 What is virtual doubling? 
 A dagesh forte is rejected, but there is no 

compensatory lengthening. 


When a Guttural or Resh rejects Dagesh Forte, 

how do you know if there will be compensatory 

lengthening? 

 Resh almost always causes compensatory 

lengthening when it rejects Dagesh Forte. 

 The rules for the gutturals are complicated and not 

always followed. 

 What does the definite article usually mean?  A particular one (“the city”) 
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Advanced information: What are some other 

possibilities for the meaning of the article? 

 Demonstrative adjective  (“that city”) 

 Vocative (“O city”) 

 Superlative (“the best city”) 

 Possessive pronoun (“his hand”) 

 How is ַהּיֹום often translated?  ‘today’ (rather than ‘the day’) 


What is the normal spelling of the definite 

article? 

   ַּה (He with pathach, followed by dagesh forte) 

as a prefix on a word. 


Advanced information: 

How else can the definite article be spelled? 

 Before a guttural, the article may be spelled 

 הֶ  or הָ  or הַ 

 What is ו as the first letter of a word? 

 It is the conjunction Waw 

 [There are 31 exceptions to this in the whole 

Bible] 

 What is its most common translation?  And 


Advanced information: What are the spelling 

possibilities for the conjunction Waw? 
 ְו, ּו, ָו, ַו, ֶו, ֵו, ִוי [don’t memorize these] 


If the first consonant of a word has the vowel 

Hireq-Yod, how did the word probably begin 

before the Rule of Shewa changed it? 

 Vocal Shewa, then Yod with Shewa 

o E.g., ִים ִים* was ִבירּוָׁשַל֫  ְבְירּוָׁשַל֫

o Because   ְי ְ    י ִ  when   ְ  is Vocal Shewa 


How does one syllabify the conjunction Waw 

when it is spelled as Shureq? What is strange 

about this? 

 The Shureq gets a syllable to itself. 

 The strange thing is that this is the one syllable in 

Hebrew that does not begin with a consonant. 


If ו and the article are placed on the same word, 

which comes first? 

 The conjunction ו, when it occurs, is always the 

very first letter of the word. 

 What is the indefinite article (‘a’) in Hebrew? 

 Hebrew does not have an indefinite article (‘a’) 

 Hebrew sometimes uses the number “one” 

 to mark an indefinite noun (ֶאָחד or ַאַחת)
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Chapter 6 – Hebrew Prepositions 


When you see a Dagesh Forte, what consonant-

vowel combination might have assimilated? 
 Nun with no vowel (or with a Shewa) 

 What ways are prepositions written in Hebrew? 

 Independent: separate word 

 Maqqef: joined to a word with a “ ־ ” 

 Prefixed: prefixed to a word 

 Which prepositions can be prefixed to a word?   ְִמן , לְ  , ּכְ  , ב [written   ִּמ] 


Which prepositions are always prefixed? 

What is my mnemonic name for them? 

  ְלְ  , ּכְ  , ב 

 I call them the buckle prepositions בכל 

 [These are also called ‘inseparable’ prepositions] 


What happens when a buckle preposition is 

added to a word with the definite article? 

 Replace the ה of the definite article with the 

consonant of the buckle preposition. 

 The vowel and the Dagesh Forte (if there was 

one) from the definite article remain. 


For a noun with a buckle preposition, with what 

spellings is there NOT an article on the noun? 

No article if the vowel under the preposition: 

 is Shewa, or [E.g.,  ְלְ  , ּכְ  , ב] 

 can be explained by the Rule of Shewa 

 [E.g.,   ְִב or  ֲ ַב or  ֱ ֶב or  ֳ ָב] 


For a noun with a buckle preposition, with what 

spellings can you be sure that there IS an article 

on the noun? 

Article if vowel under the preposition: 

 Is not Shewa, AND 

 Cannot be explained by the Rule of Shewa 


Advanced information: For a noun with a buckle 

preposition, when is it ambiguous whether or 

not there is an article on the noun? 

Ambiguous for the following combinations 

 (as well ּכ or ב could be ל)

  ֲָלאֳ   ,  ַלחֲ   ,  ַלה  , or   ֳָלע 

So  is an overstatement, but  is not. 


What are the two categories for how ִמן is 

written? 

 As a Maqqef preposition ִמן־ 

 As a prefixed preposition   ִּמ 


What happens if ִמן is prefixed to a word (  ִּמ) 

that begins with a guttural or resh? 

 The guttural or resh rejects the Dagesh 

 א ע ה ר have compensatory lengthening, so 

Hireq of ִמן becomes Tsere: ֵמר ,ֵמה ,ֵמע ,ֵמא 

 ח has virtual doubling ( ִמח ) 

 What does ִמן־ (or   ִּמ) mean? 

 ‘from’ 

 Comparative use: ‘too X for Y’ or ‘more X than 

Y’ 

 Superlative ִמֹּכל ‘the most …’ 

 ‘some of’ 

 Other meanings as well 

 How is the definite direct object marker spelled? 

 An independent preposition ֵאת 

 A maqqef preposition ֶאת־ 

 The same spelling as the preposition “with” 

 When is the definite direct object marker used?  Often used before a direct object that is definite. 

 Not used before a direct object that is indefinite. 
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Chapter 7 – Hebrew Adjectives 
 What genders can adjectives be?  Masculine or Feminine (no neuter) 

 What numbers can adjectives be?  Singular or Plural (no dual) 

 What is the lexical form of an adjective?  Masculine singular 

 What sets an adjective’s gender & number? 
 An adjective matches its noun in gender & 

number 

 If a noun is dual, what number is its adjective?  Plural (adjectives are never dual) 

 List the adjective endings 

  No ending MS 

   ה ֶ  MS (rare) 

   ה ָ  FS 

   ים ִ  MP 

  ֹות FP 


What ending is used on an adjective that 

modifies ָאבֹות ‘fathers’? Why? 

  ים ִ  (ָאבֹות טֹוִבים) 

 Because ָאבֹות is MP, and adjectives match the 

gender and number (not the ending) of their noun 

 In what ways are adjectives used? 

 Attributive: “the good book” 

 Predicate: “the book is good” 

 Substantive: “the good, the bad, and the ugly” 


If an adjective is near a noun with the same 

gender and number, how is the adjective used? 
 Probably predicate or attributive 


What if you can’t find a nearby noun that makes 

sense for the adjective to modify? What do the 

adjective’s gender and number mean then? 

 The adjective is substantival. 

 The adjective is acting as a noun that has the 

gender and number indicated by the adjective. 

 State the mnemonic for attributive adjectives.  Attributive Adjective After and its Article Agrees 


Explain the mnemonic for 

attributive adjectives. 

 After – An attributive adjective is always after the 

noun that it modifies. 

 Article Agrees – An attributive adjective agrees 

with its noun with regard to definiteness. 

o Definite noun  article on adjective 

o Indefinite noun  NO article on adjective 

 State the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  Predicate dePrived (of the article) 

 Explain the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  A predicate adjective never has the article 

 If an adjective precedes its noun, what is it?  Predicate because Attributive After 


In what circumstances could an adjective be 

either predicate or attributive? 

 Noun is indefinite, AND 

 Adjective is after the noun and lacks the article 

 What is the directional ending? 

  ה ָ  (unaccented) as a suffix 

 Like the FS suffix  ה ָ  but unaccented. 

 Means motion toward the noun. 

 What is the suffix  ה ָ ? 
 If accented  FS ending on a noun or adjective 

 If unaccented  Directional ending 
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Chapter 8 – Hebrew Pronouns 
 What is a pronoun?  A word that replaces a noun  


What does “independent” mean in 

‘independent personal pronoun’? 
 It is always a separate word 

(never a prefix or suffix on another word) 


What is another name for an independent 

personal pronoun? Why? 
 Subject pronoun 

 Because it is always the subject of its clause 


What are the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person subject 

pronouns in English? 

 1st: I, we 

 2nd: you 

 3rd: he, she, it, they 


How is the Hebrew interrogative particle 

spelled? 

 Usually  ֲה 

 Sometims  ַה or  ֶה 

 Where does the interrogative particle go?  At the beginning of the first word of a clause 

 What does the interrogative particle indicate?  A yes-no question 

 When is ה prefixed to a word the article? 
 If not on the 1st word of its clause 

 If spelled   ַּה or  ָה 


When is ה prefixed to the first word of a clause 

the interrogative? 

 If not on a noun or adjective 

 If spelled  ֲה 

 What does a demonstrative adjective do? 
 It modifies a noun like an attributive adjective 

(e.g., “this book”) 


If  “those women” were written in Hebrew, what 

gender and number would “those” have? Why? 

 Feminine plural 

 Because an adjective always has the same gender 

and number as the noun it modifies (e.g., 

‘women’) 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 
 Demonstrative Adjective After,  Always Article 


Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 

 After – A demonstrative adjective is always after 

the noun that it modifies and after the other 

adjectives 

 Always Article – A demonstrative adjective 

always has the article 

 What does a demonstrative pronoun do? 
 It substitutes for a noun 

(e.g., “This is the book.”) 


If “This is the man” were written in Hebrew, 

what gender and number would “this” have? 

Why? 

 Masculine singular 

 because a demonstrative pronoun has the same 

gender & number as the noun (e.g., ‘man’). 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns 
 Demonstrative Pronoun dePrived of the article 


Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns. 
 Deprived  – A demonstrative pronoun never has 

the article 

 Translate and identify all options ֶזה  this ms near demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options זֹאת  this fs near demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ֶלה   these cp near demonstrative ֵא֫
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 Translate and identify all options ֲאִני  I 1cs subject pronoun 

 Translate and identify all options ָאֹנִכי  I 1cs subject pronoun 

 Translate and identify all options ְחנּו    we 1cp subject pronoun ֲאַנ֫

 Translate and identify all options ַאָתה  you 2ms subject pronoun 

 Translate and identify all options  ְַאת  you 2fs subject pronoun 

 Translate and identify all options ַאֶתם  you 2mp subject pronoun 

 Translate and identify all options ָנה   you 2fp subject pronoun ַאֵת֫

 Translate and identify all options הּוא 
 he 3ms subject pronoun 

 that ms far demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ִהיא 
 she 3fs subject pronoun 

 that fs far demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ֵהם 
 they 3mp subject pronoun 

 those mp far demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ָמה  ֵה֫
 they 3mp subject pronoun 

 those mp far demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ֵהן  they 3fp subject pronoun 

 those fp far demonstrative 

 Translate and identify all options ָנה  ֵה֫
 they 3fp subject pronoun 

 those fp far demonstrative 

 How do all 1st person subject pronouns begin?  אנ 

 How do all 2nd person subject pronouns begin?  ַאת 

 How do all 3rd person subject pronouns begin?  ה 

 How do all MP subject pronouns end?  ם or ָמה ‘men’ or ‘monks’ 

 How do all FP subject pronouns end?  ן or ָנה ‘nuns’ 


What is a mnemonic for remembering ‘he’ and 

‘she’ in Hebrew? 

 Who is he? He is she. 

o הּוא is he.    ִהיא is she 
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Chapter 9 – Hebrew Pronominal Suffixes 

 What is the meaning of a suffix on a noun? 
It is the one who possesses the noun 

(e.g., ‘my horse’). 


What is the meaning of a suffix on a 

preposition? 
It is the object of the preposition (e.g., ‘with me’) 


What is the meaning of a suffix on the definite 

direct object marker? (ֵאת) 
It is the direct object (e.g., ‘David saw it.’) 


Apart from memorizing the paradigm, how can 

you recognize if a pronominal suffix is type 1 or 

type 2? 

 Type 2 always begins with vowel + Yod, 

but never Hireq Yod. 

 Type 1 never has Yod (except Hireq Yod). 


What is the significance of the type of a 

pronominal suffix (type 1 vs. type 2)? 

 On a noun: 

o Type 1 indicates a singular noun  

o Type 2 indicates a plural (or dual) noun 

 On a preposition or the definite direct object 

marker, the type of the pronominal suffix has no 

meaning. 

 When is ה a consonant? When is it a vowel? 

 When not the last letter of a word, ה is always a 

consonant. 

 As the last letter of a word, ה is always a vowel 

letter unless it is marked with a Mappiq ּה 

 What is the dot in ּה? 

 A Mappiq. When the consonant ה is the last 

letter of a word, a Mappiq is put in it ּה to indicate 

that the ה is a consonant, not a vowel letter. 


How does one find the lexical form of a noun 

that has a pronominal suffix? 

 Remove the pronominal suffix. 

 Remove the ֹות ending (if there is one) 

 Add or fix the singular ending: 

 Usually change ending  ת ָ  or   ת ַ  to  ה ָ  

 Otherwise, if feminine, usually add  ה ָ  

 If masculine usually add nothing (rarely add  ה ֶ ) 

 Replace word-internal  י ֵ  with   ִי ַ֫  

 Fix the internal vowels: 

o A reduced vowel in the tonic or pretonic 

syllable probably needs to switch to Qamets. 

o Other vowel changes may be necessary. 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ִ֫י   my / me 1cs type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ִ֫ני   my / me 1cs type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ַ֫י   my / me 1cs type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix  נּו ֵ֫   our / us 1cp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  ינּו ֵ֫   our / us 1cp type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָ֫ך ְ   your / you 2ms type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  יָך ֶ֫   your / you 2ms type 2 
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 Parse and translate the suffix  ְך ֵ֫   your / you 2fs type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  ִיְך ַ֫   your / you 2fs type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫כ םְ   your / you 2mp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫יכ םֵ   your / you 2mp type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫כ ןְ   your / you 2fp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫יכ ןֵ   your / you 2fp type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֹ֫ו   his / him 3ms type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  הּו ֫   his / him 3ms type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָ֫יו   his / him 3ms type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָּ֫ה   her 3fs type 1 


Distinguish the 3fs pronominal suffix in  from 

the FS adjective ending and 

the directional ending. 

 Pronominal suffix has accent & Mappiq:   ָּ֫ה  

 Adjective ending has accent only:  ה ָ֫  

 Directional ending is unaccented:  ה ָ ֫  
 Parse and translate the suffix   ָה ֫   her 3fs type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָיה ֶ֫   her 3fs type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָ֫ם   their / them 3mp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  ֶ֫םה   their / them 3mp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫יה םֵ   their / them 3mp type 2 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ָ֫ן   their / them 3fp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix  ֶ֫ןה   their / them 3fp type 1 

 Parse and translate the suffix   ֶ֫יה ןֵ   their / them 3fp type 2 

 Translate ָּכ֫מֹוִני  like me 

 Explain  
  ְ1+ּכcs 

 For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,   ְּכ  ָּכ֫מֹו 
 Translate  ִ֫מְמָך  from you (ms) 

 Explain  
 2+ִמןms 

 For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  ִממ 
 Translate נּו   from him or from us [must list both] ִמֶמ֫

 Explain  
 ִמן+(3ms/1cp) 

 For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  ִממ 

 The  נּו ֶ֫  pronominal suffix is 3ms or 1cp 
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 Translate  ָיה   her brother ָאִח֫

 Explain  
 3+ָאחfs (type 1) 

 ָאב  & ָאח  add  י ִ  before a type 1 pronominal suffix 
 Translate ינּו   our father ָאִב֫

 Explain  
 1+ָאבcp (type 1) 

 ָאב  & ָאח add  י ִ  before a type 1 pronominal suffix 
 Translate ָאֹבַתי  my fathers 

 Explain  

 1+ָאבcs (type 2) 

 ָאב uses the plural ending ֹות 
 ֹות is spelled defectively as  ֹת  

 The suffix  י ַ  is type 2 because it starts with 

vowel+Yod that is not Hireq Yod. 

 Translate ִאִתי and ֹאִתי 
 ִאִתי = with me 

 ֹאִתי = me 

 Explain  
 1+ֵאתcs (type 1) 

 Hireq under Aleph in את indicates ‘with’ 

 Translate ִעמֹו and ַעמֹו 
 ִעמֹו = with him (or ‘with it’) 

 ַעמֹו = his people 

 Explain  

 Hireq under Ayin in עם indicates ‘with’ 

 3+ִעם = ִעמֹוms (type 1) 

 3+ַעם = ַעמֹוms (type 1) 

 Translate ֵאִלי and ֵאַלי 
 ֵאִלי = my God 

 ֵאַלי = to me 

 Explain  

 ֵאִלי ‘my God’ is the only form of ֵאל ‘god’ with a 

pronominal suffix. Anything else is ֶאל ‘to’ 

 1+ֵאל = ֵאִליcs (type 1) 

 1+ֶאל = ֵאַליcs (type 2) 

 ינּו  ֵאל not ֱאֹלִהים our God’, etc., uses‘ ֱאֹלֵה֫

 Translate ֻּכָלּה and ֻּכלֹו and נּו  ֻּכָל֫
 ֻּכָלּה = all of her (or ‘all of it’) 

 ֻּכלֹו = all of him (or ‘all of it’) 

 נּו  all of us = ֻּכָל֫

 Explain  

 The noun ֹּכל ‘all’ is a geminate noun (כל) כלל. 

Adding a suffix  Dagesh Forte reappears and 

compensatory lengthening disappears, so   ֹ     ֻ  

 3+ֹּכל = ֻּכָלּהfs (type 1) ‘all of her/it’ 

 3+ֹּכל = ֻּכלֹוms (type 1) ‘all of him/it’ 

 נּו  ’1cp (type 1) ‘all of us+ֹּכל = ֻּכָל֫
 Translate ִאְׁשתֹו  his wife 
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Chapter 10 – Hebrew Construct Chain 

 What kinds of words form a construct chain? 
 Two or more nouns in a row that are tied together 

o Substantival adjectives and participles may 

act as nouns in a construct chain 

 In what state are the words in a construct chain? 

 The last word is in the absolute state 

(normal spelling) 

 All other words are in the construct state 


Where do attributive and demonstrative 

adjectives go in a construct chain? 
 Adjectives go after the entire chain, because no 

intervening words are allowed in a chain. 


How do you make an initial translation of a 

construct chain? 

 For an initial translation, add ‘of’ after every word 

in the chain except for the last word. 

o E.g., ‘the door of the house of David’ 


What is the relationship between the words in a 

construct chain? (in terms of meaning) 

 Each noun in a construct chain is usually 

modified by the next noun. 

o E.g., ‘the door of the house of David’ 

Which door? The door of the house. 

Which house? The house of David. 

 What makes a noun definite? 

A noun is definite if and only if it: 

 has the definite article (‘the’) 

 is a proper noun 

 has a pronominal suffix 

 is in construct chain whose last noun is definite 


What makes a Hebrew construct chain definite? 

E.g., ‘the book of the student’ 
 If the last word in the chain is definite, 

every word in the chain is definite. 


What makes a Hebrew construct chain 

indefinite?   E.g., ‘a book of a student’ 
 If the last word in the chain is indefinite, 

every word in the chain is indefinite. 

 What does a noun ending  י ֵ  tell us?  Construct, probably masculine plural. 

 Explain  

  י ֵ  was probably  ים ִ  (mp, rarely fp) 

  י ֵ  was maybe  ִים ַ֫  

(M dual, maybe F dual) 

 Ending was maybe  ִים ַת֫ ָ  

(F dual,  ִים ַת֫ ָ    ֵתי ְ ) 

 What does a noun ending ֹות tell us? 
 Plural, probably feminine 

 Either absolute or construct. 

 What does a noun ending  ת ַ  tell us? 

 Feminine singular. 

 Probably construct. Lexical form ends in  ה ָ  

 Maybe absolute. Lexical form ends in  ת ַ  

 What does a noun ending  ה ֵ  tell us? 
 Masculine singular construct 

 Lexical form ends in  ה ֶ  


What indicates that a noun is NOT in the 

construct state? 

 Article 

 Pronominal suffix 

 Long vowel not a vowel letter or accented penult 

 Diphthong   ִי ַ֫  or   ֶו ָ֫  

 Ending  ה ָ  or  ים ִ  or  ה ֶ  

 It is a proper noun 
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What indicates that a noun IS in the construct 

state? 

 Followed by a Maqqef (־) 
 Ends in  י ֵ  or  ה ֵ  

 Penultima has reduced vowel (some exceptions) 

 Translate ָּכל־ all of 


How can you distinguish ‘father of’ from ‘my 

father’ and ‘brother of’ from ‘my brother’? 

Look at the vowel in the Penultima (א). 

 Reduced vowel  Construct (e.g., ֲאִחי ‘brother of’) 

 Long vowel  Pronominal suffix (e.g., ָאִחי ‘my brother’) 

 Translate ֲאִבי father of 

 Translate ָאִבי my father 

 Translate ֲאִחי brother of 

 Translate  ִָחיא  my brother 

 Translate ֶׁשת  wife of ֵא֫

 Advanced information: Scholars and computer programs usually consider a noun with a pronominal suffix 

to be in the construct state. The reason for this is that a noun with a pronominal suffix is usually spelled 

like a noun in the construct state. But if a noun has a pronominal suffix, it is NOT in construct to the noun 

after it, so it is not in a construct chain (unless it is the last word in the chain). 
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Chapter 11 – Hebrew Numbers 

 How are numbers written in the Hebrew Bible? 

 Within the text, numbers are spelled out. ֶאָחד 

 Within the rabbinic sidenotes and footnotes, 

numbers are symbolized by letters with dots.   א 

 Within the modern footnotes, 

modern numbers are used. 1 


What is the distinction in meaning between 

ordinal numbers and cardinal numbers? 

 Ordinal numbers give the order. first, second 

 Cardinal numbers are normal numbers. one, two 


How are ordinal numbers normally written in 

the text of the Hebrew Bible? 

 ‘first’ through ‘tenth’ have distinct spellings and 

are usually used as attributive adjectives 

(chapter 7). 

 ‘eleventh’ and higher use cardinal numbers, so 

you must decide based on context if the number 

is ordinal or cardinal. 


What is strange about the gender of cardinal 

numbers that are written in the Hebrew text? 

 The digits ‘three’ through ‘ten’ look like they 

have the opposite gender of the noun that they 

count. 

 E.g., ְׁשֹלָׁשה ָבִנים ‘three sons’ 

 E.g., ְׁשֹלׁש ָבנֹות ‘three daughters’ 


What is strange about the number of cardinal 

numbers that are written in the Hebrew text? 
 The digits ‘three’ through ‘ten’ are singular. 


How are the decades (e.g., ‘twenty’, ‘thirty’) 

written as cardinal numbers in the Hebrew text? 

 They are written as masculine plurals of the units. 

 E.g., ‘Thirty’ is the plural of ‘three’ ָׁשֹלׁש  

 ְׁשֹלִׁשים

 Exception: ‘Twenty’ is the plural of ‘ten’: 

ֶׂשר    ֶעְׂשִרים  ֶע֫
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Chapter 12 – Introduction to Hebrew Verbs 

 What is the root of a Hebrew verb? 
 A set of 3 consonants on which the verb is based. 

 A small number of verbs have a 2-consonant root. 

 To what do R1, R2, and R3 refer?  The three root consonants [aka radicals] 

 To what do V1 and V2 refer?  The vowels with the first two root consonants 

 What is the name for VS ?  The stem vowel 

 Where in a verb is VS
 ? 

 VS is the vowel in front of R3 

 So it is V2 normally, but it’s V1 if there is no R2 

(and hence no V2, e.g., biconsonantal verb) 

 In the verb ָקַטל, name R1,2,3 and V1,2,S 
 R1 = ק R2 = ט R3 = ל 

 V1 =  ָ  V2 = VS =  ַ  

 To what does VP refer? (first seen in chapter 15)  The vowel with the preformative (chapter 15) 

 What does the verbal stem indicate? 
 Type of action: Simple or causative 

 Voice: Active, Reflexive, or Passive 

 What is a derived stem?  Every verbal stem other than the Qal stem 

 What is the person of a verb? 

 1st person is the speaker I, we 

 2nd person is the person spoken to you 

 3rd person is everyone else he, she, it, they 

 What is the number of a verb?  Singular or plural (no dual) 

 What is the gender of a verb?  Masculine or feminine (no neuter) 

 What sets a verb’s person, number, and gender?  The subject of the verb 

 What is a finite verb?  A verb that has ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) 

 What does one list when parsing a finite verb? 

 Root, stem, conjugation, person, gender, & 

number 

 E.g., קטל Qal Perfect 3ms 

 List the finite verb conjugations. 
 Perfect, imperfect, cohortative, imperative, 

jussive, perfect waw consecutive, imperfect waw 

consecutive 

 List the verb conjugations that are not finite.  Participle, infinitive construct, infinitive absolute 

 What is the most common word order?  Verb, subject, object. 

 What is the lexical form of a verb? 

 Qal Perfect 3ms (QP3ms) ָקַטל 

 Consonants-only if the QP3ms is not in the Bible אזר 

 Use the Qal Infinitive Construct if R2 is a vowel קּום 

Verb Stems 

 Active voice Passive Voice Reflexive Voice 

Simple Qal Niphal Niphal 

Cause a State (if Qal is stative) Piel Pual Hithpael 

Cause an Action Hiphil Hophal  
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Chapter 13 – Qal Perfect – Strong Verbs 


What voice is the Qal stem? 

Explain what this voice means. 

 Active voice 

 The subject of the verb does the action of the verb 

or is in the state described by the verb. 

 What type of action is the Qal?  Simple 


What are other names for the perfect 

conjugation? 

 Qatal 

 Suffix conjugation 

 How is the perfect conjugation usually translated?  With the English past tense. ‘he ate’ 


For verbs with which types of meaning is the 

perfect often translated with the present tense? 

 State of being ‘she is wise’ 

 Mental state ‘she knows’, ‘she loves’ 

 Explain the parsing קטל QP3ms 

 קטל The root of the verb (R1R2R3) 

 Q Qal stem 

 P Perfect conjugation 

 3ms subject is 3rd-person masculine singular 

 What two things are special about the QP3ms? 

 It has no preformative or sufformative 

 It is the lexical form 

o Except for biconsonantal verbs 

 Are Perfect verbs finite verbs or not? Why? 
 Finite verbs 

 Because they have ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) 



Where are verbs accented? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

[Some exceptions first show up in later chapters, 

so you don’t need to memorize them yet] 

 Verbs accent VS unless: 

o VS is reduced 

o Heavy sufformative (Perfect 2mp or 2fp) 

o [Pwc2ms or Pwc1cs] 

o [Pronominal suffix] 

o [Participle ending] 

o [VS is not on the last 2 syllables] 

o [Some Iwc weak verb forms accent VP] 

 What goes before a finite verb sufformative? 
Shewa before a finite verb sufformative 

 [Exceptions will be introduced later] 


How are stative verbs spelled differently in the 

Qal Perfect? 

 In the QP, VS may be  ֵ  or  ֹ  (instead of  ַ ) 

 [In the QI (chapter 15), VS is  ַ  (instead of  ֹ )] 


How can one distinguish the Qal Perfect from 

the corresponding adjectives for stative verbs? 

 QP3ms = ms adjective (no ending) 

 QP3fs and fs adjective both end in   ָ֫ה , 

but the finite verb reduces the vowel before the 

sufformative ( ְלאָ֫  הָמָּֽ ) as usual, 

whereas the adjective does not ( הְמֵלאָ֫  ). 

 Other forms have distinctive sufformatives. 

 What is a 3נ verb?  A verb with R3 = Nun 

 What is a 3ת verb?  A verb with R3 = Taw 

 When does 3ת assimilate? What does it do? 

 If the sufformative begins with ת, then 3ת 

assimilates to the ת of the sufformative. 

 The 3ת becomes a Dagesh Forte in the ת of the 

sufformative. 
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 When does נ assimilate? What does it do? 

 נ with Silent Shewa usually assimilates. 

 נ becomes Dagesh Forte in the following 

consonant 



When you see a Dagesh Forte in the 

sufformative of a verb (and a missing root 

consonant), what does it mean? How do you 

change it back? 

 R3 was נ or ת with silent Shewa. R3 assimilated. 

o Remove the Dagesh Forte and add  ְנ or  ְת 


When you see a Dagesh Lene in a verb form, 

what does it mean? 

 Nothing. 

 Begadkephat consonants get a Dagesh lene when 

not preceded by a vowel 

 What do לֹוא ,לֹא, and לֹו mean? 

 לֹא means “no” or “not.” 

o [It negates the immediately following verb] 

 לֹוא is the plene spelling of לֹא 

 לֹו = to him [ ְ3 + לms] 

 What does ִהֵנה mean? 

 Emphasis, or 

 Indicates the immediate presence of someone, or 

 Introduces a fact upon which a subsequent 

statement is based. 

 How is ִהֵנה inflected? 
 It takes type 1 pronominal suffixes. 

The final ה vowel letter drops off, as usual. 

 Translate ִהֵנִני  ‘behold me’ [i.e., ‘here I am’] 

 [1 + ִהֵנה = ִהֵנִניcs] 

 Parse and explain ְלָתה  ָקַט֫

 קטל QP2ms 

 It is the plene spelling of  ְָלת  ָקַט֫
(Final   ָ  written plene as  ה ָ ) 

Memorize the Qal Perfect strong verb paradigm (קטל) 

 In my class, we memorize only the Qal strong verb paradigm (קטל). Instead of memorizing paradigms for 

weak verbs and derived stems, we compare them to the Qal of קטל. So there is much less to memorize, but 

you must thoroughly memorize all details of the Qal of קטל. 

1. Study the paradigm visually, noticing patterns 

2. Practice saying the paradigm out loud with the mp3 while looking at the paradigm until you can say it 

fluently aloud from memory with or without the English meaning (e.g.,  ְָלת  .(’you ms killed‘ ָקַט֫

3. Practice with the paradigm sheet: 

 Cover up the answers in the rightmost column(s) 

 Write the paradigm in the rightmost blank column, including accent marks 

 Check your work after each form, correcting any mistakes. 

 Study the forms you got wrong, and then try again, covering up your previous work. 

4. When you write the entire paradigm correctly once, you’re done with the paradigm for that day. 

5. Every day, write the paradigm over and over until you get it entirely correct once. 

 The first day will take a long time, but after a few days, you should be getting it by the second try. 

 When you get the paradigm correct the first time several days in a row, switch to every other day, then 

to twice a week, etc., until it is in long-term memory. 

6. Be sure that you can write any requested form without writing out the whole paradigm. My quizzes and tests 

will ask you to do that. E.g., “Write the QP1cs of קטל”  ְלִתי  ָקַט֫
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 What is a strong verb? 

 A verb for which none of the root consonants 

changes the spelling of a particular verb form. 

 Thus a verb may be strong in one verb form but 

weak in another verb form. 

o E.g., 1Yod is strong in the Qal Perfect, but 

weak in the Qal Imperfect. 


What goes before a finite verb sufformative? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

Shewa before a finite verb sufformative except: 

 2G takes a Hateph Vowel [e.g., ָבֲח֫רּו] 

 Irreducible long vowel stays [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫

 V1 of the QP stays [e.g., מּו  [ָק֫

 3א quiesces [e.g.,  ָָׁשַמאת] 


When does the vowel right before a finite verb 

sufformative remain unchanged? 

 Irreducible long vowel stays [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫

 V1 of the QP stays [e.g., מּו  [ָק֫


What happens to the perfect sufformatives when 

there is a vowel right before it? 

 When there is a vowel in front of a perfect 

sufformative that starts with ת, Tau loses its 

Dagesh Lene and any Shewa (2fs) 

o E.g., * ָית יתָ   ָבִנ֫  ָבִנ֫

o E.g., * ְית ית  ָבִנ֫  ָבִנ֫

 Ignore an intervening quiescent Aleph 

o E.g., * ְְאת את  ָמַצ֫ ְאתָ * ,ָמָצ֫ אתָ   ָקַר֫  ָקַר֫


When you see a Hateph vowel in a verb, how do 

you get back to the strong-verb spelling? 
 Change the Hateph vowel to Shewa. 


If you see a quiescent Aleph, how do you 

change it to the strong-verb spelling? 

 Put a Shewa under the Aleph 

 Probably change the preceding vowel 

 If ת follows the א, add Dagesh Lene (and Shewa 

if ת has no vowel) את   ְְאת, and  ָאת   ְָאת 


In general (not specific to the Qal Perfect), in 

what 3 ways do gutturals often change the 

spelling of a word? 

1. Reject Dagesh Forte 

[maybe compensatory lengthening] 

2. Take Hateph vowels instead of Vocal Shewa 

3. Often change vowels to Pathach 


What 3 things cause Dagesh Forte to be lost? 

Is there compensatory lengthening? 

1. Guttural or Resh 

 Maybe compensatory lengthening 

2. SQiN ‘eM LeVY with Shewa 

 Never compensatory lengthening 

3. Last letter of the word, without a vowel 

 Maybe compensatory lengthening 

 What is a 1G verb?  R1 is a guttural (א ה ח ע) 

 What is a 2G verb?  R2 is a guttural (א ה ח ע) 

 Why do we divide 3G verbs into 3א3 ,עח, and 3ה ?  Because 3א and 3ה verbs behave differently. 

 What is a 3ה verb? What did it used to be? 
 R3 is the vowel letter ה ָ in the lexical form 

 R3 used to be Yod [so Yod keeps showing up] 
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 What stem vowel do 3ה verbs use? 

 Trick question! 3ה verbs don’t have a real R3, 

so they don’t have a stem vowel. Instead, 3ה 

verbs have their own rules for what vowel is V2. 

 In general, what is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative in the Perfect [i.e., P3ms] 

 The sufformative vowel 
if the sufformative begins with a vowel 

 Vowel + Yod [ י  ִ  in QP] 

if the sufformative begins with a consonant 

 Parse and translate ָבָנ֫ה  בנה QP3ms ‘he built’ 

 Explain the parsing of ָבָנ֫ה 
 3ה verbs that end in  ה ָ  are Perfect and have no 

sufformative (so they are 3ms) 
 Parse and translate  ָּֽהָב ְנָת֫   בנה QP3fs ‘she built’ 

 Explain the parsing of  ָּֽהָב ְנָת֫  

 It looks like בנת QP3fs, but there is no verb בנת 

 3ה verbs use sufformative ָתה in the P3fs 

o Normally P3fs verbs in  ה ָ , but for 3ה verbs, 

the P3ms stole the  ה ָ  ending, so they use ָתה 


What sufformative do 3ה verbs use in the 

Perfect 3fs? 

 The sufformative is ָתה 

o It isn’t  ה ָ , because the 3ms uses  ה ָ  

o Thus it looks like the QP3fs of a 3ת verb 

o E.g.,  ָּֽהָב ְנָת֫  is בנה or *בנת QP3fs (see ) 

 Parse and translate ית  ’QP2fs ‘you built בנה  ָבִנ֫

 How do you know ית  ?verb הis a 3 ָבִנ֫

 Vowel+Yod before a sufformative that starts with 

a consonant indicates the verb is 3ה 

o [Advanced info: or geminate/biconsonantal in 

the I(2/3)fp or M2fp. See chapter 16 and 18.] 

 Parse and translate ָב֫נּו  בנה QP3cp ‘they built’ 

 How do you know ָב֫נּו is a 3ה verb? 

 3ה is lost before a sufformative that starts with a 

vowel, so ּו explains the missing root consonant. 

 If it were geminate or biconsonantal, Nun would 

be R3, so the accent would be on the Bet (נּו  .(ָב֫

o But the accent is on the Nun, so Nun is R2
, so 

the missing consonant must be R3, so it’s 3ה. 

 What is a geminate verb?  R2 = R3 

 What spelling feature marks geminate verbs?  R2 often assimilates to a Dagesh Forte in R3 


When a geminate verb loses R2, what else 

happens? 

 VS and its accent move to V1 

o VS is always the vowel in front of R3 

 If the sufformative begins with a consonant, 

add a vowel letter between R3 and the 

sufformative 

י  in the perfect and ֹו ) ֶ  in the imperfect) 
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 What makes a verb biconsonantal?  R2 is a vowel letter 

 List the types of biconsonantal verbs  R2 is י ִ or ּו or ֹו 


Where are VS and its accent for biconsonantal verbs? 

Why? 

 VS & its accent are on V1 for biconsonantal verbs 

o VS is the vowel in front of R3 

o There is no R2 or V2, so V1 is in front of R3 


What vowel is used for VS in the Qal Perfect for 

biconsonantal verbs? When does it reduce? 

For biconsonantal verbs in the Qal Perfect: 

 VS (V1) is Qamets  ָ  in the 3rd person 

 VS (V1) is Pathach  ַ  in the 1st and 2nd person 

 VS (V1) does not reduce before a sufformative 

 Parse and translate מּו  ’QP3cp ‘they rose קּום  ָק֫

 How do you know מּו  ?is a biconsonantal verb ָק֫
 The accent (and hence VS) are on V1, so there is 

no R2 or V2 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP first or 

second person, how can you tell what was lost? 

Look at what precedes the sufformative 

(    are the two visible root consonants) 

   י ִ   3ה 

 ֹו ּ   Geminate (Dagesh in R2) 

    ְ   Biconsonantal 

   ת ַ   3ת or 3נ (ת is the sufformative) 

   נּו ַ   3נ in Perfect 1cp (נּו is sufformative) 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP 3rd person, 

how can you tell what was lost? 

 VS is accented, so 

o If V2 is accented, R3 was lost, so it is 3ה 

o If V1 is accented, R2 was lost, so it is 

biconsonantal or geminate 

 What are the 3 keys to identifying a Qal Perfect? 

1. No preformative 

2. Perfect sufformative 

o No Dagesh Lene or Shewa if there is a vowel 

right before the sufformative 

 E.g., ית יתְ * not) ָבִנ֫  (ָבִנ֫

 E.g.,  ָית יתָ * not) ָבִנ֫  (ָבִנ֫

 E.g., את אתְ * not) ָמַצ֫  (ָמַצ֫

3. V1 is Qamets  ָ  

o Reduced if 2mp, 2fp, or pronominal suffix 
o Pathach for Geminate or Biconsonantal 1st/2nd person 

because V1 is VS for such verbs, and VS is Pathach. 
 [VS lengthens to Qamets in 3rd person due to 

the accent] 

Don’t memorize weak verb paradigms in my class. 
 You must be able to parse and translate weak verbs. 

 If you have memorized the Qal strong verb paradigm and understand the rules, you can parse weak verbs. 

 If you have a different professor, you might need to memorize certain weak verb paradigms, so check with 

your professor. 
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Chapter 15 – Qal Imperfect – Strong Verbs 


What are other names for the 

imperfect conjugation? 
 Yiqtol 

 Prefix conjugation 

 What is the default translation for the imperfect?  the future tense ‘he will eat’ 


What are some other ways of translating the 

imperfect, depending on the context? 

 ongoing action in any tense 

 ‘he is/was/will be eating’ 

 repeated action in any tense ‘he used to eat’ 

 modal ‘may he eat!’ 

 ‘he should/could/would/may/might eat’ 

 Explain the parsing קטל QI3ms 

 קטל The root of the verb (R1R2R3) 

 Q Qal stem 

 I Imperfect conjugation 

 3ms subject is 3rd-person masculine singular 

 Are Imperfect verbs finite verbs or not? Why? 
 Finite verbs 

 Because they have ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) 

 Which forms are identical in the imperfect? 
 3fs and 2ms 

 3fp and 2fp 


Which forms are different in the imperfect that 

are identical in the perfect? 

 In the perfect, the 3mp and 3fp are identical, so 

we call them the 3cp. “3rd common plural is 

perfect.” 

 In the imperfect 3mp and 3fp are different. 

“It’s imperfect to separate them.” 

 Parse  ּ֫וןִיְקְטל  and  ּ֫וןִתְקְטל  
  ּ֫וןִיְקְטל  QI3mp + paragogic nun קטל = 

  ּ֫וןִתְקְטל  QI2mp + paragogic nun קטל = 

 What is the significance of a paragogic nun? 
 There is no consensus on what it means. 

 This class treats it as meaningless. 


What can happen to the spelling of a word when 

a paragogic nun is added? 

 The final shureq is sometimes written defectively. 

o  ּ֫וןִיְקְטל    ְןלֻ֫ ִיְקט  

o  ּ֫וןִתְקְטל    ֻ֫ןִתְקְטל  

 Which forms can take a paragogic nun?  Imperfect 3mp and 2mp 

 How are stative verbs spelled differently in the QI?  VS = Pathach  ַ  [not Holem  ֹ ] 


What do לֹא and ַאל mean when immediately 

followed by an imperfect verb? 

 לֹא + imperfect is typically permanent and 

absolute prohibition. 

 ַאל + ‘imperfect’ is typically situation-specific, 

non-permanent prohibition. [Actually, it is the 

jussive, not the imperfect. See chapter 18]. 


When you see a Dagesh Lene in a verb form, 

what does it mean? 

 Nothing. 

 Begadkephat consonants get a Dagesh lene when 

not preceded by a vowel 

 Parse and explain  ָ ְלן  ִתְקֹט֫
 קטל QI(2/3)fp 

 It is the defective spelling of ְלָנה  ִתְקֹט֫

Memorize the Qal Imperfect strong verb paradigm (קטל) as you did for the Qal Perfect (ch13) 

 Include the accent marks and paragogic nun as shown on the paradigm practice sheet. 
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 How are 2G and 3G verbs weak in the QI? 

 Hateph vowel instead of Vocal Shewa (as usual) 

o E.g.,  ּ֫וִיְבֲער  (not * ּוִיְבְער֫  ) 

o But ִתְׁשלַ֫ ְחָנה because Shewa on R3 is silent 

 VS = Pathach  ַ  instead of Holem  ֹ  

o E.g., ר ר* not) ִיְבַע֫  (ִיְבֹע֫
o E.g., ח  (ִיְׁשֹ֫לח* not) ִיְׁשַל֫

 How are 3א verbs weak in the QI? 
 Aleph quiesces instead of taking a Shewa 

 VS =  ָ  instead of  ֹ  


What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

 

[1 more bullet in the answer than in chapter 14] 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative in the Perfect [i.e., P3ms] 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative in the Imperfect 

 The sufformative vowel 

if the sufformative begins with a vowel 

 Vowel + Yod 

if the sufformative begins with a consonant 

 If a verb ends in  ה ֶ , what is it? 
 3ה in the Imperfect, with no sufformative. 

 [Advanced info: It could be 3ה Participle. Ch22] 


If the verb begins  ֱ ֶי or  ֲ ַי , how do you change 

it back to the strong-verb paradigm, and why? 

 Pretend that  ֱ ֶי and  ֲ ַי are due to the rule of 

Shewa, so they would be   ְִי for strong verbs. 


Advanced information (no need to memorize): 

 

List the ‘Angry Baker’ verbs. 

 I said (אמר), 

 “I want (אבה) you 

 to eat (אכל) what 

 I bake (אפה) or 

 I may seize (אחז) you and  (אחז only sometimes) 

 you will perish (אבד).” 

 Where are ‘Angry Baker’ verbs special? 
 Only in the QI 

 [Advanced info: Also in QIwc, QJ, and QC. Ch17) 


What distinguishes the ‘Angry Baker’ verbs 

from other 1א verbs throughout the QI? 

 VP =  ֹ  and 1א quiesces (VS changes too) 

o E.g., ר ר* not) יֹאַמ֫  (ִיְאֹמ֫
 Parse and translate ל  QI3ms ‘he will eat’ (explained by ) אכל  יֹאַכ֫


What happens to Angry Baker verbs 

only in the QI1cs? 

 Quiescent 1א disappears after preformative א 

o E.g., ר ר* not) ֹאַמ֫  (אֹאַמ֫

 Parse and translate ל  QI1cs ‘I will eat’ (explained by  and ) אכל  ֹאַכ֫

 What is the key spelling feature of geminate verbs?  Often R2 assimilates to a Dagesh Forte in R3 


When a geminate verb loses R2, what else happens? 

[Same answer as chapter 14] 

 The VS vowel and its accent move to V1 

 If the sufformative begins with a consonant, 

add a vowel letter between R3 and the 

sufformative 

י  in the perfect and ֹו ) ֶ  in the imperfect) 
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What strange thing sometimes happens to 

geminates in the QI when R2 is lost? 
 There is sometimes a Dagesh Forte in R1 

instead of or in addition to the Dagesh Forte in R3 


In which verb forms do biconsonantal verbs 

show their lexical vowel? 

 Qal Imperfect 

 [Qal Imperative chapter 18] 

 [Qal Infinitive Construct chapter 20] 

 How are Biconsonantal verbs weak in the QI? 

 VP =  ָ  

 Use lexical vowel (י ִ or ֹו or ּו) as VS 

o [Sometimes defective:  י ִ     ִ  and  ּו     ֻ ] 

 How are 1Yod verbs weak in the QI? 

 1Yod always lost in the QI 

 VP =  ֵ  or י ִ 

 VS =  ֵ  (or  ַ  if stative) 

 How are 1Nun verbs weak in the QI? 

 1Nun assimilates to Dagesh Forte in R2 

o [No assimilation if 2GR] 

o [May lose Dagesh Forte if 

R2 is SQiN eM LeVY with Shewa] 

 What is strange about הלך in the QI?  It acts like 1Yod in the QI 

o E.g., ְך  QI(3f/2m)s הלך = ֵתֵל֫

 What is strange about לקח in the QI?  It acts like 1Nun in the QI 

o E.g., ח  QI3ms לקח = ִיַק֫

 What is strange about יכל in the QI? 
 Lose 1Yod as usual, but get VP = ּו 
o ל  QI3ms יכל = יּוַכ֫


How can you tell if a QI verb that begins  ָי is 

biconsonantal or geminate? 

 biconsonantal verbs in the QI always have their 

lexical vowel ֹו , ּו , or   י ִ  
 Which weak verb types have VS =  ַ  in the QI?  2G, 3G, stative, some 1א 


In general, what weak verb types never affect 

VP? 

 Weak R2 or R3 does not affect VP. 

 Except Geminates and Biconsonantals affect VP 


If a Qal imperfect begins as shown in the 

following table, what verb type is it? 
 Shown in the table below 

 

If a Qal Imperfect begins as follows (י is יתאנ), what weak verb type is it? Does it lose a root consonant? 

 ַי ֲ  ֶי ֱ  יֹא יְ  יָ  יּו יֵ  ִיי ִיּ   ִיְ  

strong, 

2G, 

3G 

1Nun, 

 ,לקח

geminate 

1Yod 

1Yod, 

 ,הלך

geminate 

 ,bicons יכל

geminate 

bicons, 

geminate 

 

(either FP or with 

pronominal suffix) 

Angry 

Baker 

 א1

1G 1G 

 ה3

Lost 
Lost Lost Lost Lost Lost Lost 

 א1

lost in 

1cs 

  

Don’t memorize weak verb paradigms in my class. 

 You must be able to parse and translate weak verbs. 

 If you have memorized the Qal strong verb paradigm and the rules with inverted numbers (e.g., ), you can 

parse weak verbs without memorizing the paradigms. 

 Some professors require that you be able to write weak verb paradigms. So check with your teacher. 
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 How is Waw spelled on P+ו or I+ו ? 

 The same as usual: 

o  ְו normally 

o ּו before פ ,מ ,ב, or Shewa 

o The corresponding short vowel before a 

Hateph vowel:  ֲ ַו   and    ֱ ֶו    and     ֳ ָו 

 Parse and translate ל  ְוָקַט֫
 קטל QPwc3ms ‘and he will kill’ [usually] 

 קטל QP3ms+ו ‘and he killed’ [rare] 


What are names for the verb form ל  ? ְוָקַט֫

 

What translations go with the various names? 

 Perfect Waw Consecutive 
when it is translated like an Imperfect. 

 Perfect with Waw 
when it is translated like a regular Perfect. 

 Weqatal for either meaning 


How does the spelling of the Perfect change 

with a waw? 
 The accent often moves to the sufformative 

in the 2ms ( ְָ֫וָקַטְלת) and 1cs (י  (ְוָקַטְלִת֫
if it is a Perfect Waw Consecutive 

 How is Waw spelled on Iwc ? 
 Like it swallowed an article 

o   ַּו , where   is the imperfect preformative. 

o  ָו in the 1cs, since א rejects Dagesh. *ַוּא  ָוא 


How can you tell if ו on the front of an 

Imperfect verb is Iwc or I+ו? 

 It is Iwc only if the vowel with ו is not Shewa and 

cannot be explained by the Rule of Shewa. 

 Otherwise, it is I+ו 


How does the spelling of the Imperfect change 

with a waw? 

 I+ו  no change 

 In the QIwc with no sufformative, some verbs 

accent VP & shorten VS as follows: 

o 3ה drop the  ה ֶ  ending 

o Biconsonantal VS ּו   ָ  (Qamets Hatuf) 

o Biconsonantal VS י ִ   ֶ  

o some other verbs VS   ֶ  

 Parse and translate ל  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he killed קטל  ַוִּיְקֹט֫

 List two names for the Iwc conjugation  Imperfect waw consecutive or Wayyiqtol 

 Parse and translate ל  ’so that he will kill‘ ו+QI3ms קטל  ְוִיְקֹט֫

o Sometimes ‘and he will kill’ 

 List two names for the I+ו conjugation  Imperfect plus Waw or Weyiqtol 

 Parse, translate, & explain the function of ְוָהָי֫ה 
 היה QPwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it will be’] 

 It usually begins a future narrative. 

 Parse, translate, and explain the function of י  ַוְיִה֫
 היה QIwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it was’] 

 It usually begins a past narrative. 

 Parse and translate אֶמר ֹ֫  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he said אמר  ַוּי
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Chapters 1–17: Hebrew 1 Summary 
 The full study guide (+ paradigms and vocabulary) is everything that you need to know. 

 This summary is just the most important things that I think are most likely to be forgotten. 

 In addition to this study guide, you should practice: 

o Writing the QP, QI, QPwc, and QIwc strong-verb paradigms using the sheets on the website. 

o Translating all of the vocabulary in the vocabulary document on the website, including the pronouns, 

irregular plurals, pronominal suffixes, etc. 

o Parsing verbs and translating sentences using the workbook or handouts on the website. 


In what 3 ways do gutturals often change the 

spelling of a word? 

 Reject Dagesh Forte 

o (maybe compensatory lengthening) 

 Take Hateph Vowels instead of Vocal Shewa 

 Often switch vowels to Pathach 


List the consonants that often lose Dagesh Forte 

when they have a Shewa 

 SQiN ‘eM LeVY 

 S = ס צ ׁש ׂש 

 Q = ק 

 N = נ 
 M = מ 

 L = ל 

 V = ו 
 Y = י 


Write, name, and transliterate the long vowels 

that aren’t vowel letters.   ָ  Qamets ā   ֵ  Tsere ē   ֹ  Holem ō 


Write, name, and transliterate the short vowels 

that aren’t vowel letters. 

  ַ  Pathach a   ֶ  Seghol e   ִ  Hireq i 

  ָ  Qamets Hatuf o   ֻ  Qibbuts u 


Write, name, and transliterate the reduced 

vowels. 

  ֲ  Hateph Pathach ă   ֱ  Hateph Seghol ĕ 

  ֳ  Hateph Qamets Hatuf ŏ   ְ  Vocal Shewa ə 

 Rewrite defective vowels   ֹ ,   ֻ , and   ִ  as plene   ֹ    ֹו    ֻ    ּו    ִ    י ִ  

 A Dagesh is a Dagesh Forte if and only if …  It is preceded by a vowel that is not Shewa. 

 Where is Dagesh Forte lost? (in general) 

 Guttural or Resh 

 SQiN ‘eM LeVY with Shewa (never compensatory lengthening) 

 Last consonant of a word and lacking a vowel 

 When is a Shewa a Silent Shewa? 

 after a short or accented long vowel without 

metheg (if not under Dagesh Forte) 

 before another Shewa 

 at the end of a word 

 When is a Shewa a Vocal Shewa? 

 at the beginning of a word 

 under a Dagesh Forte  

 after a vowel with Metheg 

 after an unaccented long vowel 

 after another Shewa (if not at the end of a word) 


If Qamets   ָ  is due to compensatory 

lengthening, what was it before it lengthened? 
 Pathach   ַ    ַ     ָ  
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If Tsere   ֵ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Hireq   ִ    ִ     ֵ  


If Holem   ֹ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Qibbuts   ֻ    ֻ     ֹ  


For a noun with an inseparable preposition, with 

what spellings is there NOT an article on the 

noun? 

 No article if the vowel under the preposition: 

o is Shewa.  E.g.,  ְלְ  , ּכְ  , ב 

o can be explained by the Rule of Shewa 

E.g.,   ְִב or  ֲ ַב or  ֱ ֶב or  ֳ ָב 

 In what ways are adjectives used? 

 Attributive: “the good book” 

 Predicate: “the book is good” 

 Substantive: “the good, the bad, and the ugly” 

 State the mnemonic for attributive adjectives.  Attributive After and its Article Agrees 


Explain the mnemonic for 

attributive adjectives. 

 After – An attributive adjective is always after the 

noun that it modifies. 

 Article Agrees – An attributive adjective agrees 

with its noun with regard to definiteness. 

o Definite noun  article on adjective 

o Indefinite noun  NO article on adjective 

 State the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  Predicate dePrived 

 Explain the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  A predicate adjective never has the article 

 What is the suffix  ה ָ ? 
 If accented  FS ending 

 If unaccented  Directional ending 


What part of a clause are the independent 

personal pronouns? 
 Always the subject. 

 When is ה prefixed to a word the article? 

 If not on the 1st word of its clause 

 If spelled   ַּה or  ָה 

 Maybe if spelled  ַה or  ֶה (could be the interrogative) 


When is ה prefixed to the first word of a clause 

the interrogative? 

 If not on a noun or adjective 

 If spelled  ֲה 

 Maybe if spelled  ַה or  ֶה (could be the article) 

 What does a demonstrative adjective do? 
 It modifies a noun like an attributive adjective 

(e.g., “this book”) 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 
 Demonstrative Adjective After,  Always Article 


Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 

 After – A demonstrative adjective is always after 

the noun that it modifies and after the other 

adjectives 

 Always Article – A demonstrative adjective 

always has the article 

 What does a demonstrative pronoun do? 
 It substitutes for a noun 

(e.g., “This is the book.”) 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns 
 Demonstrative Pronoun 

Perpetually dePrived of the article 
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Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns. 
 Perpetually Deprived  – A demonstrative 

pronoun always lacks the article 


What is the meaning of a suffix on the definite 

direct object marker? (ֵאת) 
 It is the direct object (e.g., ‘David saw it.’) 


In addition to memorizing the paradigm, how 

can you recognize if a pronominal suffix is type 

1 or type 2? 

 Type 2 always begins with vowel + Yod, 

but never Hireq-Yod. 

 Type 1 never begins with vowel + Yod 

(other than Hireq-Yod). 


What is the significance of the type of a 

pronominal suffix (type 1 vs. type 2)? 

 On a noun: 

o Type 1 indicates a singular noun  

o Type 2 indicates a plural (or dual) noun 

 On a preposition or the definite direct object 

marker, the type of the pronominal suffix has no 

meaning. 

 When is ה a consonant? When is it a vowel? 

 When not the last letter of a word, ה is always a 

consonant. 

 As the last letter of a word, ה is always a vowel 

letter unless it is marked with a Mappiq ּה 

 What is the dot in ּה? 

 A Mappiq. When the consonant ה is the last 

letter of a word, a Mappiq is put in it ּה to indicate 

that the ה is a consonant, not a vowel letter. 

 Parse and translate ָּכ֫מֹוִני 

  ְ1+ּכcs ‘like me’ 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,   ְּכ  

 [ָּכ֫מֹו

 Parse and translate ִמְמָך 

 2+ִמןms ‘from you’ (ms) 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  

 [ִממ

 Parse and translate נּו  ִמֶמ֫

 ִמן+(3ms/1cp) ‘from him/it/us’ 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  

 [ִממ

 [The  נּו ֶ֫  pronominal suffix is 3ms or 1cp] 

 Parse and translate ִאִתי and ֹאִתי 

 ִאִתי ‘with me’ 

 ֹאִתי ‘me’ 

 [Hireq under Aleph in את indicates ‘with’] 

 Parse and translate ִעמֹו and ַעמֹו 

 ִעמֹו ‘with him/it’ 

 ַעמֹו ‘his people’ 

 [Hireq under Ayin in עם indicates ‘with’] 

 Parse and translate ֵאִלי and ֵאַלי 

 ֵאִלי ‘my God’ 

 ֵאַלי ‘to me’ 

 [ֵאִלי ‘my God’ is the only form of ֵאל ‘god’ with 

a pronominal suffix. Anything else is ֶאל ‘to’] 

 [ינּו  [ֵאל not ֱאֹלִהים our God’, etc., uses‘ ֱאֹלֵה֫
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 What marks a word as definite? 

A word is definite if and only if it: 

 has the definite article (‘the’) 

 is a proper noun 

 has a pronominal suffix 

 is in construct chain whose last word is definite 


What indicates that a noun is NOT in the 

construct state? 

 Article 

 Pronominal suffix 

 Long vowel not a vowel letter or accented penult 

 Diphthong   ִי ַ֫  or   ֶו ָ֫  

 Ending  ה ָ  or  ים ִ  or  ה ֶ  

 Where in a verb is VS ? 
 VS is the vowel in front of R3 

o It is V2 for most verbs 

o It is V1 if R2 is missing (geminate or bicons) 


Where are finite verbs accented? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

Finite verbs accent VS unless: 

 VS is reduced 

 Heavy sufformative (Perfect 2mp or 2fp) 

 Pwc2ms or Pwc1cs 

 Some Iwc weak verb forms accent VP 

 Pronominal suffix 

 VS is not on the last 2 syllables 


What goes before a finite verb sufformative? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

Shewa before a finite verb sufformative except: 

 2G takes Hateph Vowel [e.g., ָבֲח֫רּו] 

 Irreducible long vowel stays [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫

 V1 of the QP stays [e.g., מּו  [ָק֫

 3א quiesces [e.g.,  ָָׁשַמאת] 


How are stative verbs spelled differently in the 

Qal Perfect? Where else is their spelling 

different? 

 In the QP, VS may be  ֵ  or  ֹ  (instead of  ַ ) 

 In the QI, VS is  ַ  (instead of  ֹ ) 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP first or 

second person, how can you tell what was lost? 

 If V1 is accented, it is biconsonantal or geminate 

 Look at what is right before the sufformative: 

o vowel+Hireq ( י  ִ )  3ה 

o  ֹו ּ   Geminate 

o   ְ   Biconsonantal 

o  ת ַ   3ת or 3נ (ת is the sufformative) 

o  נּו ַ   3נ in the 1cp 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP 3rd person, 

how can you tell what was lost? 

 Geminates have Dagesh Forte in R3 

 Biconsonantals accent V1 (= VS for those verbs) 

 3ה verbs accent V2 as usual (= VS for most verbs) 

 What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative in Perfect [e.g., ָבָנ֫ה] 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative in Imperfect [e.g., ִיְבֶנ֫ה] 
 The sufformative vowel if the sufformative begins 

with a vowel [e.g., ָב֫נּו] 

 Vowel + Yod if the sufformative begins with a 

consonant [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫
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If the verb begins  ֱ ֶי or  ֲ ַי , how do you change 

it back to the strong-verb paradigm, and why? 

 Pretend that  ֱ ֶי and  ֲ ַי are due to the rule of 

Shewa, so they would be   ְִי for strong verbs. 


What distinguishes the ‘Angry Baker’ verbs 

from other 1א verbs in the QI? 

 VP =  ֹ  (preformative vowel) 

 1א quiesces 

 QI1cs 1א disappears: אֹא     ֹא   


In which verb forms do biconsonantal verbs 

keep their lexical vowel? 

 Qal Imperfect 

 [Qal Imperative ch 18] 

 [Qal Infinitive Construct ch 20] 

 What is the key spelling feature of geminate verbs?  R2 often assimilates to a Dagesh Forte in R3 


When a geminate verb loses R2, 

what else happens? 

 The VS vowel and its accent move to V1 

 Add ֹו or  י ֶ  before a consonantal sufformative 

 E.g., ם יָנה ,ַסבֹוֶת֫  ָתֻסֶב֫


What strange thing sometimes happens to 

geminates in the QI when R2 is lost? 
 There is sometimes a Dagesh Forte in R1 

instead of or in addition to the Dagesh Forte in R3 

 How are 1Yod verbs weak in the QI? 

 1Yod always lost in the QI 

 VP =  ֵ  or י ִ 

 VS =  ֵ  (or  ַ  if stative) 

 How are 1Nun verbs weak in the QI? 

1Nun assimilates to Dagesh Forte 

 Doesn’t happen if 2GR 

 SQiN eM LeVY with Shewa drops Dagesh Forte 

 What is strange about הלך in the QI?  It acts like 1Yod in the QI, 

with VP =  ֵ  and VS =  ֵ  

 What is strange about לקח in the QI? 
 It acts like 1Nun in the QI, assimilating ל to 

Dagesh Forte in the ק, so ** חִיְלקַ֫     ַ֫חִיק  

 What is strange about יכל in the QI? 
 Lose 1Yod as usual, but get VP = ּו 
 E.g., יכל QI3ms = יּוַכל 

 How is Waw spelled on P+ו or I+ו ? 

 The same as usual: 

o  ְו normally 

o ּו before פ ,מ ,ב, or Shewa 

o The corresponding short vowel before a 

Hateph vowel:  ֲ ַו   and    ֱ ֶו    and     ֳ ָו 

 How is Waw spelled on Iwc ? 
 Like it swallowed an article 

o   ַּו , where   is the imperfect preformative. 

o  ָו in the 1cs, since א rejects the Dagesh 

 Parse and translate ָבָנ֫ה  בנה QP3ms ‘he built’ [Accent VS so lost R3] 

 Parse and translate  ָּֽהָב ְנָת֫   בנה QP3fs ‘she built’ [P3ms stole  ה ָ  ending] 

 Parse and translate ית   QP2fs ‘you built’ [see בנה  ָבִנ֫

 Parse and translate ָב֫נּו  בנה QP3cp ‘they built’ 

 Parse and translate מּו  ’QP3cp ‘they rose קּום  ָק֫
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 Parse ִיְקְט֫לּון and ִתְקְט֫לּון 
 קטל = ִיְקְט֫לּון QI3mp + paragogic nun 

 קטל = ִתְקְט֫לּון QI2mp + paragogic nun 

 Parse and translate ל  ’QI3ms ‘he will eat אכל  יֹאַכ֫

 Parse and translate ל  QI1cs ‘I will eat’ (explained by ) אכל  ֹאַכ֫

 Parse and translate ל  ְוָקַט֫
 קטל QPwc3ms ‘and he will kill’ [usually] 

 קטל QP3ms+ו ‘and he killed’ [rare] 

 Parse and translate ל  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he killed קטל  ַוִּיְקֹט֫

 Parse, translate, & explain the function of ְוָהָי֫ה 
 היה QPwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it will be’] 

 It usually begins a future narrative. 

 Parse, translate, and explain the function of י  ַוְיִה֫
 היה QIwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it was’] 

 It usually begins a past narrative. 

 Parse and translate אֶמר ֹ֫  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he said אמר  ַוּי
 

Indicate the gender & number of the following noun endings. Write the state (absolute or construct) if certain. 

None  ה ֶ ה   ֵ ה   ָ ת   ַ ת   ֶ ית   ִ ִים  ּות  ַ֫ ִיםָ    ַת֫ ים   ִ י   ֵ  ֹות 
ms 

 

(rare 

fs) 

ms 

abs 

ms 

const 

fs 

abs 

fs 

(usu.const) 

fs fs fs md abs 

 

(rare 

fd.abs) 

fd abs mp abs 

 

(rare 

fp.abs) 

mp const 

 

(rare 

fp.const, 

md.const, or 

fd.const) 

fp 

 

(rare 

mp) 

 

What kind of weak verb begins this way in the QI? (◌ = root consonant) 

◌◌ַי◌    

◌◌ַי ◌   ◌◌י     

◌◌ֶי◌    

◌◌ֶי ◌   ◌◌י    ◌◌ִי ◌    ◌ִי ◌    ◌◌ִיי  ◌◌◌י    ◌◌יּו  ◌◌י     

1G 

 

 

 

BiCon 

Gem 

1G 1Yod 

 הלך

Gem 

Strong 

2G 

3G 

1Nun 

 לקח

Gem 

1Yod Angry 

Baker 1א 
 BiCon יכל

Gem 

(FP/ 
+PSuf) 
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Chapter 18: Qal Imperative, Cohortative, and Jussive 


List the volitional conjugations and their parsing 

codes. 
Imperative (M), Cohortative (C), Jussive (J) 

 What do the volitional conjugations mean? 

 They express a persons will (a wish, desire, 

purpose, command, exhortation, etc.). 

 Occasionally they express a result, even if 

unintended 


Which person (1, 2, 3) occurs in each volitional 

conjugation? (few exceptions) 

 Cohortative 1st person 

 Imperative 2nd person 

 Jussive 3rd person OR 

  2nd person negated with ַאל 

 How is the Imperative formed? 

 Remove the preformative from the imperfect. 

 Adjust the initial vowel if begins with two 

shewas. 

 2ms often adds  ה ָ ְ  to end, and has either Hireq 

or Qamets Hatuf under the first root consonant. 

 How is a Cohortative verb spelled? (2 things) 
 Like a 1st-person imperfect (1cs / 1cp) 

 Except that it may end in  ה ָ  

 How is a Jussive verb spelled? (3 things) 

 Like a 3rd-person imperfect 

 Or a 2nd-person imperfect if negated by ַאל 

 The spelling may be shortened (see ) 


What (not spelling or ָנא) distinguishes Jussive 

and Cohortative verbs from Imperfect verbs? 

 They have a volitional meaning (see ) 

 They are usually the first word in their clause 

 How is an Imperative verb spelled?  Remove the preformative from an Imperfect verb 

 What is V1 of a Qal Imperative? 

 A reduced vowel (  ְ  /   ֱ  /   ֲ )  OR 

 Explainable by Rule of Shewa (    ְ ִ  /   ֱ ֶ  /   ֲ ַ ) 

 Unless 1Yod, 1Nun, Biconsonantal, Geminate, or 

has a pronominal suffix or  ה ָ  


How are 1Nun and 1Yod verbs spelled in the 

QM? 

 Remove the preformative from the QI, as usual. 

 But R1 was gone in the QI for 1נ/י. It stays gone. 

 V2 is now in the position of V1, so it starts with 

VS, not a reduced vowel (unless the Shewa before 

the finite-verb sufformative reduces it). 

 How are biconsonantal verbs spelled in the QM? 
 Remove the preformative from the QI, as usual 

 [VS is still the lexical vowel: ֫בֹוא ,֫קּום, etc.] 


In which verb forms do biconsonantal verbs 

show their lexical vowel? 

 Qal Imperfect (not necessarily QJ or QIwc) 

 Qal Imperative 

 [Qal Infinitive Construct chapter 20] 

 How does the particle ָנא help with parsing? 
When ָנא immediately follows a verb, the verb is in 

a volitional conjugation. 

 How should the particle ָנא be translated? “please” or leave untranslated 

 What is true about a verb that ends in  ה ֵ  ? 
 verb in the M2ms ה3

{This is true in all stems, not just the Qal} 
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What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

 

[1 more bullet in the answer than in chapter 16] 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative in the Perfect [P3ms] 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative in the Imperfect 

  ה ֵ  if no sufformative in the Imperative [M2ms] 

 The sufformative vowel 

if the sufformative begins with a vowel 

 Vowel + Yod 

if the sufformative begins with a consonant 


What kind of verbs have only two root 

consonants in the imperative? 
 geminate, biconsonantal, 1Yod, some 1Nun ,ה3


How can the spelling of the jussive be shortened 

from the imperfect? 

 For 3ה verbs, the jussive 3ms and 3fs drop the 

final vowel letter  ה ֶ  of the 3ה imperfect.  

 Biconsonantal VS = י ִ   ֵ  (jussive) [  ֶ  Iwc] 

 Biconsonantal VS = ּו   ֹ  (jussive) [  ָ  Iwc] 


How is a negative command (‘Don’t …!’) 

written? 

 The imperative is never negated. 

 Use לֹא + imperfect or  ַלא  + jussive. 

 Parse and translate  ָ֫הָקְטל  
 קטל QP3fs ‘she killed’   OR 

 קטל QM2ms+paragogicה ‘kill!’ [list both] 

 Parse and translate   ָּּֽוְתב֫ ָּכ  ’QP3cp ‘they wrote כתב 

 Parse and translate   ּ֫וִּכְתב  ’!QM2mp ‘write כתב 

 Parse and translate   ִ֫יְבנ  
 ’!QM2fs ‘build בנה

OR Noun 1 + ֵבןcs pronominal suffix ‘my son’ 

 Parse and translate   ּ֫וָבנ  ’QP3cp ‘they built בנה 

 Parse and translate  נּו   ’1cp pronominal suffix ‘in us + בְ  Preposition ָב֫

 Parse and translate   ּ֫וְבנ  ’!QM2mp ‘build בנה 

 Parse and translate   ּ֫וָעל  ’QP3cp ‘they went up עלה 

 Parse and translate   ּ֫וֲעל  ’!QM2mp ‘go up עלה 

 Parse and translate  ן  ’!QM2ms ‘give נתן ֵת֫

 Parse and translate  נתן ְת֫נּו QM2mp ‘give!’ 

 Parse and translate  ׁש  ’!QM2ms ‘possess ירׁש ַר֫

 Parse and translate ירׁש  ְרׁ֫שּו QM2mp ‘possess!’ 

 Parse and translate  קּום ֫קּום QM2ms ‘rise!’ 

 Parse and translate קּום ֫קּומּו QM2mp ‘rise!’ 

 Parse and translate הלך ֵלְך QM2ms ‘go!’ [הלך thinks it’s 1Yod] 

 Parse and translate הלך ֶלְך־ QM2ms ‘go!’ [Maqqef shortens  ֵ  to  ֶ ] 

 Parse and translate הלך ְלכּו QM2mp ‘go’ 
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Chapter 19: Pronominal Suffixes on Verbs 


What goes before or after a direct object 

that is not a pronominal suffix on the verb? 

If the direct object is a definite noun, it is often 

preceded by ֵאת or ֶאת־ 



When is a direct object written using the 

independent personal pronouns? 

(E.g., ַאָתה ,ֲאִני)  

 NEVER. 

 Hebrew independent personal pronouns 

(E.g., ֲאִני) are always the subject, never the object 


How is a direct object written when it is a 

pronoun? 

1. Pronominal suffix on ֵאת (E.g., ֹאִתי, etc.) §9.14 

2. OR Pronominal suffix attached to the verb. Ch 19 

 What set of pronouns are suffixed to verbs? 

1. Type 1 suffixes (regular and alternate), possibly 

with a connecting vowel added or subtracted. 

2. Imperfect verbs sometimes use nun-type suffixes 


Which noun suffixes are not used with 

finite verbs? 

 1cs  י ִ  
 3mp ֶהם 

 3fp ֶהן 

 Parse נּו ְרנּו and ְזָכָר֫  ָזַכ֫
 ְרנּו  QP1cp זכר = ָזַכ֫

 נּו  QP3ms+1cp זכר = ְזָכָר֫


Explain the principle behind the parsing 

difference in   Shewa before a finite verb sufformative 


What happens to V1 and V2 for the QP and 

QM2ms with a pronominal suffix? 

 Without a suffix 

o    ְ ָ  is QP 

o   ֹ ְ  is QM2ms 

 With a pronominal suffix, QP & QM2ms switch: 

o    ְ ָ  is QM2ms 

o   ַ ְ  or   ָ ְ  is QP (or QM for some verbs) 

 Parse ְׁשָלֵחִני and ִני  ְׁשָלַח֫
 ׁשלח = ְׁשָלֵחִני QM2ms+1cs [V3 = Tsere] 

 ִני  QP3ms+1cs [V3 ≠ Tsere] ׁשלח = ְׁשָלַח֫


Explain the principle behind the parsing 

difference in 

 V3 =  ֵ  or  ֶ  is QM2ms+suffix not QP3ms+suffix 

o [Except suffix  ְך ֵ  is always QP3ms+2fs] 

o [Except  ּה ָ  could be QM2ms+3fs] 


Which Qal Imperative verb forms occur with a 

pronominal suffix? 

 Only QM2ms and QM2mp 

 QM2fs & QM2fp never pronominal suffix 


How do the vowels between a verb and its 

pronominal suffix affect the parsing? 

Ignore everything except: 

 ּו /   ֻ  indicates plural: QP3cp, QI(2/3)mp, QM2mp 

 נֻ  / נּו indicates QP1cp 

 תִ  / ִתי indicates QP2fs / 1cs 

  י ִ  /   ִ  indicates QI2fs 

  (QM2fs is theoretically possible but never occurs) 

   ֵ  indicates an Imperfect or Imperative verb 


What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs without a 

sufformative when adding a pronominal suffix? 

 The 3ה disappears completely. 

 E.g., ָעָׂשה (QP3ms)  ָעָׂשנּו (QP3ms+1cp) 
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Chapter 20: Qal Infinitive Construct 


What is the parsing code for the infinitive 

construct? 
∞ 


What information does one give when parsing 

∞? 

 Root, Stem, and Conjugation. (קטל Q∞) 

 No gender, number, or person. 

 How is the Q∞ spelled for most verbs?   ֹ ְ  

 How are guttural verbs spelled in the Q∞? 
 Same as strong verbs   ֹ ְ  or (   ֹ ֲ  or   ֹ ֱ ) 

 [some 3-gutturals end in furtive Pathach   ַ  ֹ ְ ] 
 How are 3ה verbs spelled in the Q∞?   ְ ֹות  


What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

 

[1 more bullet in the answer than in chapter 18] 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative (Perfect) 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative (Imperfect) 

  ה ֵ  if no sufformative (Imperative) 

 ֹות (Infinitive Construct) 

 The sufformative vowel 

if the sufformative begins with a vowel 

 Vowel + Yod 

if the sufformative begins with a consonant 

 How are 1Yod verbs spelled in the Q∞? 

 A few verbs are normal. 

o E.g., יׁשן   ֹ֫ןְיׁש  

 Most drop 1Yod and add Tau suffix and the same 

vowels as a segholate noun. 

o E.g., יׁשב  ֶבת  ֶׁש֫

o E.g., ידע  ַעת  ַד֫

 How are 1Nun verbs spelled in the Q∞? 

 Sometimes spelled normally   ֹ ְ  
o E.g., נסע   ֹ֫עַ ְנס  

 Usually drop 1Nun and add Tau suffix and the 

same vowels as a segholate noun. 

o E.g., נסע  ַעת  ַס֫

o E.g., נגׁש  ֶׁשת  ֶג֫

 How are biconsonantal verbs spelled in the Q∞? 
Same as the lexical form. 

E.g.,  ּ֫ובׁש ֹואב֫  , יןִד֫  ,  

 Which pronominal suffixes are added to the ∞? Type 1 


How does the spelling of the Q∞ change when a 

pronominal suffix is added? 

V1V2 become Qamets Hatuf + Silent Shewa =    ְ ָ 
o E.g.,  ֹ֫וָקְטל  

 What can be prefixed to an ∞? הֲ  ,ו ,ִמן ,ל ,כ ,ב (interrogative) 

 When can the article be prefixed to an ∞? Never [happens 2x in the whole Bible] 

 What ambiguity is there when parsing Q∞? 
For most verbs (even with a pronominal suffix), 

Q∞ is spelled the same as QM2ms. 
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For what types of verbs is there no ambiguity 

when parsing Q∞? 

 3ה verbs end in ֹות in the ∞ but  ה ֵ  in the M2ms 

 2G/3G/Stative verbs 

o Because VS is Pathach in QM (and QI) so 

QM2ms is   ַ ְ , but Q∞ is still   ֹ ְ  

 1Yod and 1Nun verbs drop R1 & add ת in Q∞ 

o Because QM never adds ת when it drops R1 


How is an ∞ without a prefixed preposition 

usually translated? 
 Try ‘to X’ Verbal noun 

o E.g., “to obey is better than sacrifice.” 

 How is an ∞ with prefixed  ְל usually translated? 

 Try ‘to X’ 

o ‘in order to run’ (Purpose or result) 

o ‘about to set’ (Imminent action) 

o ‘it is good to praise YHWH’ (Verbal noun) 

 Try ‘by Xing’ 

o ‘obey by walking in his ways’ (Adverbial) 

 How is an ∞ with prefixed  ְּכ usually translated? 

 Try ‘when/while/whenever Y does X’ (Temporal) 

o E.g., ‘when you sit’ or ‘when you sat’ 

o The subject is a pronominal suffix on the ∞ 

or follows the ∞ 

 How is an ∞ with prefixed  ְב usually translated? Roughly the same as with prefixed כ 


What determines the tense (time) of an ∞ with 

 ?ב/כ

 Context 

o  ִ֫יַוְיה  indicates past time 

o  ָ֫הְוָהי  indicates future time 


What verb forms can be the object of a 

preposition? 
 Only Infinitive Construct and Participle [Ch22] 


What is the meaning of a pronominal suffix 

on an ∞? 

 Subject of the verbal action of the ∞: 

o E.g., “your eating” 

 Object of the verbal action of the ∞: 

o E.g., “to serve it” 

 How is an ∞ negated? 
 With  ִ֫יִבְלת  or  ִ֫יְלִבְלת  

 [NOT with לֹא or ַאל] 


In which verb forms do biconsonantal verbs 

show their lexical vowel? 

 Qal Imperfect (not necessarily QJ or QIwc) 

 Qal Imperative 

 Qal Infinitive Construct 

 Parse and translate ֶבת  ’Q∞ ‘to sit / dwell יׁשב  ֶׁש֫

 Parse and translate ֶכת  ’Q∞ ‘to go הלך  ֶל֫

 Parse and translate ַחת  ’Q∞ ‘to take לקח  ַק֫

 Explain the parsing of ,, and  
 1Nun and 1Yod verbs in the Q∞ drop R1 and add 

ֶ ת  to the end with a ת ֶ֫  (or  ת ַ ַ֫  if 2G or 3G) 

 Parse and translate ֵתת  נתן Q∞ ‘to give’ 

 [It’s irregular but common. Memorize it.] 
 Parse and translate ׁשּוב  ׁשּוב Q(M2ms/∞) ‘return!’ or ‘to return’ 
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Chapter 21: Qal Infinitive Absolute 


What is the parsing code for the infinitive 

absolute? 
A 


What information does one give when parsing 

an infinitive absolute? 

 Root, Stem, and Conjugation. (קטל QA) 

 No gender, number, or person. 

 How is the QA spelled for most verbs?   ָ ֹו  

 What is   ֹ ָ  ? QA, with the ֹו written defectively 

 How are guttural verbs spelled in the QA? 
 Same as strong verbs:   ָ ֹו   OR    ֹ ָ  

 (3-ח/ע end in furtive Pathach    ָ  ַ ֹו  or    ַ  ֹ ָ ) 

 How are 3ה verbs spelled in the QA?  ה ֹ ָ   or    ָ ֹו  


What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

 

[1 more bullet in the answer than in chapter 20] 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative (Perfect) 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative (Imperfect) 

  ה ֵ  if no sufformative (Imperative) 

 ֹות (Infinitive Construct) 

  ֹה  or ֹו (Infinitive Absolute) 

 The sufformative vowel 

if the sufformative begins with a vowel 

 Vowel + Yod 

if the sufformative begins with a consonant 

 How are biconsonantal verbs spelled in the QA?  ֹו  


Which pronominal suffixes are added to the 

infinitive absolute? 

None. An infinitive absolute never takes a 

pronominal suffix. 

 What can be prefixed to an infinitive absolute? ו (conjunction),  ֲה (interrogative) 

 What can go at the end of an infinitive absolute? absolutely nothing 

 What ambiguity is there when parsing QA? 
For biconsonantal verbs with lexical vowel ֹו 

(e.g.,  ֹ֫ואב ), QA = Q∞ = QM2ms 


How is the infinitive absolute used? 

What does it mean? 

 Emphasis: used with another verb of the same 

root. 

o E.g.,  ּ֫ותֹות ָתמ֫ מ  ‘you will surely die’ 

 Substitute for another verb conjugation. 

o Imperative is most common. 

o E.g.,  ֫הֹום ַהזֶ֫ ֹור ֶאת־ַהּי֫ ָזכ  ‘Remember this 

day!’ 

 Ongoing, simultaneous action. 

o Describes the preceding verb as ongoing, with 

something else happening at the same time. 

o E.g.,  ֫הכֹ֫ ה ּובָ ּו ָעֹל֫ ָעל  

‘they were going up, weeping as they went’ 
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 What does ֵיׁש mean? 

 Existence / presence 

o E.g., ֵיׁש ְיהָוה ֹפה ‘YHWH is here’ 

 Possession (with ל) 

o E.g.,  ֵבןֵיׁש ִלי   ‘I have a son’ 

 Tense comes from context. 

 What does ֵאין mean? 

 Non-existence / absence 

o E.g., ֵאין יֹוֵסף ַבבֹור ‘Joseph was not in the 

cistern’ 

 Non-possession (with ל) 

o E.g.,  ִֵבן יֵאין ל  ‘I do not have a son’ 

 Negate a verbless (or participial) clause 

o E.g., ֵאיָנם יֹוְדִעים ‘they do not know’ 

 Tense comes from context. 

 How can ֵיׁש be spelled?  ֵיׁש  OR  ֶיׁש־ 

 How can ֵאין be spelled? 
 ִין  ֵאין־  OR  ֵאין  OR  ַא֫

 OR with a pronominal suffix (type 1 or nun-type) 



In which conjugations do 1Yod and 1Nun verbs 

lose R1? 

 

How can you distinguish between those 

options? 

 QI, QM, and Q∞ 

o QI has preformative א ,ת ,י, or נ & VP =  ֵ /י ִ 

o Q∞ ends in  ת ֶ ֶ֫  or  ת ַ ַ֫  (or  את ֵ֫  for 3א) 

o QM has no preformative and doesn’t add ת 


If a verb has no preformative, no pronominal 

suffix, and ends in ּו, what is it? 

 QM2mp or QP3cp 

o V1 is reduced (or Rule of Shewa)  QM2mp 

o V1 is ֹו or ּו or י ִ  QM2mp 

o Otherwise  QP3cp 


If a verb has no preformative or sufformative, 

what are the parsing possibilities? 
 QP3ms, QM2ms, Q∞, or QA 


If a verb without preformative or sufformative 

shows all 3 root consonants, how do you parse 

it? (Assume no pronominal suffix) 

 V1 reduced, VS ≠  ֹ   QM2ms 

 V1 reduced, VS =  ֹ   Q∞ or QM2ms  

   ָ ֹו   or    ֹ ָ   QA (or QP3ms of ָיֹכל) 
 V1 =  ָ , VS ≠  ֹ  or ֹו  QP3ms 



If a verb without preformative or sufformative 

shows only 2 root consonants, how do you parse 

it? 

 

(Assume no pronominal suffix) 

(Ignore doubly weak verbs) 

 V =   ָ   Biconsonantal QP3ms 

 V =   ַ   1Yod/1Nun QM2ms 

  Geminate QP3ms 

 Added ת to end  1Yod/1Nun Q∞ 

 V =   ֹ   Geminate Q∞ or QM2ms 

   ֹו-Biconsonantal (defective spelling) 

 V = ּו or  י ִ   Biconsonantal QM2ms or Q∞ 

 V = ֹו  Biconsonantal QA 

  QM2ms/Q∞ of ֹו-Biconsonantal 
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Chapter 22: Qal Participle 

 Grammatically, what are participles?  Verbal adjectives 

 How are participles like verbs? 
 Based on verbal roots (e.g., הלך) 

 Have a verbal stem (e.g., Qal, Niphal, Piel, etc.) 

 How are participles like adjectives? 

 Have gender and number (MS, FS, MP, FP) 

 Used like adjectives 

o attributive (e.g., running water) 

o predicate (e.g., The water is running.) 

o substantival (e.g., Running is good.) 

 What endings do participles use? 

 Adjective endings 

o MS = Ø 

o FS =  ה ָ    OR    ת ֶ ֶ֫  (FS T-form only participles) 

o MP =  ים ִ  
o FP = ֹות 


What kinds of Qal participles exist, and what are 

their parsing codes? 

 Active participle (Pt) (e.g., running) 

 Passive participle (Pp) (e.g., being written) 


When does VS of a participle reduce before a 

sufformative? 

 Only if VS = Tsere (  ֵ  ). 

 [So QPt does: ֹקְטִלים , but QPp doesn’t: ָקטּוִלים] 

 What is the key to recognizing the QPt?  V1 =  ֹ   or  ֹו, except V1 =  ָ  for biconsonantals 


How do weak verbs differ in the QPt? 

(skip 3ה verbs for now) 

 2-guttural Hateph vowel instead of vocal shewa. 

 3-ח/ע FS t-form is  ת ַ ֫ ַ ֹ  

 3א FS t-form is   ֵ֫ ֹאת  

 biconsonantal V1 = Qamets  ָ  

 What happens with 3ה verbs in the QPt? 

 MS adds  ה ֶ  (like imperfect) ֹבֶנ֫ה 

 There is no FS T-form (no  ת ֶ ֶ֫ ), 
but some verbs spell the FS as  ָּיה ִ ֹ ה   ֹבִנָּי֫

 Describe the vowels for the QPp paradigm. 
 V1 is  ָ  but reduces when an ending is added 

 VS is ּו /  ֻ  and never reduces. 

 What is the key to recognizing the QPp?  VS = ּו /  ֻ  


If you see a QPp that looks like 3Yod, what is 

it? 
 3ה 


What can be added to the beginning of a 

participle? 

 conjunction  ְו 
 article   ַּה 

 interrogative  ֲה 

 prepositions ְב ְּכ ְל ִמן 

 What can be added to the end of a participle?  pronominal suffix (type 1 or type 2) 


How can you tell if a participle with a 

pronominal suffix is singular or plural? 

 Type 1 pronominal suffix  singular participle 

 Type 2 pronominal suffix  plural participle 

 What other changes can happen to a participle?  It can be in the construct state 


Which verb forms can be the object of a 

preposition? (e.g., prefixed  ְלְ  , ּכְ  , ב , or ִמן) 

 participle 

 infinitive construct 
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Chapter 23: Issues of Sentence Syntax 
 Note: the study guide for this chapter differs somewhat from the textbook. It contains what I think is most 

useful to students at this stage, rather than exactly what the textbook covers. 

 What is a clause? 
A clause is a group of words that include or imply 

both a subject and a predicate. 

 How many clauses are there in a sentence? A sentence may contain one or more clauses. 


What is the most common word at the beginning 

of a clause? 

 and’ is the most common word at the beginning‘ ו

of a clause. 

 How should waw at the beginning of a clause be 

translated? 

Clause-initial ו should often be left untranslated, or 

translated as ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘then’, ‘so’, ‘if’, or 

other things, depending on the context. 

 What do we call clause-initial waw ? 

 consecutive waw on the Iwc and Pwc 

 conjunctive waw on other verbs 

 disjunctive waw on non-verbs 

 What does consecutive waw mean? 

What is a rough, initial translation for it? 

Iwc and Pwc give the next event in a narrative. 

Initially translate ‘and then’ 

 What does conjunctive waw mean? 

What is a rough, initial translation for it? 

waw on a verb indicates that the clause is somehow 

related logically to what came before it: 

Initially translate ‘and’ 

 What does disjunctive waw mean? 

What is a rough, initial translation for it? 

clause-initial waw on a non-verb introduces some 

kind of interruption in a narrative: 

Initially translate ‘now’, ‘and’, ‘()’, or ‘but’ 

 What marks a clause as a verbless clause? It lacks a finite verb. 

 What is a finite verb? Give examples. 
A finite verb has ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd). 

P, Pwc, I, Iwc, J, C, M 

 What kinds of verbs aren’t finite verbs? Pt, Pp, ∞, A 

 What do verbless clauses usually mean? 
They usually identify or classify the subject. 

E.g., ‘I am David’ 

 What is a common exception to the above? 

Particularly in poetry, a verb is often omitted but is 

implied by the context. 

E.g., ‘He studied Hebrew, and she Greek’ 

 What is the time of a verbless clause? Usually present. 

 Where in a clause does a verb with waw go? It is always the first word in a clause. 

 Where in a clause does an imperfect verb 

(without waw) usually go? 

An imperfect verb is usually NOT clause-initial. 

Clause-initial imperfect is usually jussive or 

cohortative 

 Where in a clause does a perfect verb usually 

go? 
A perfect verb is usually NOT clause-initial. 

 When a verb is negated, where does the 

negation usually go? 
Before the verb. 


What is the usual meaning of a Pwc verb that 

comes after an imperative verb? 

The Pwc is usually the next command in the series. 

E.g., In ‘Go and do this’, the ‘and do’ is often Pwc. 


What is the usual meaning of waw+Jussive or 

waw+Cohortative after a volitional (M/J/C) 

verb? 

J+ו or C+ו after a volitional verb (M/J/C) is usually 

the purpose or result of the preceding volitional 

verb. 
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Chapter 24: Niphal Strong Verbs 
 What does the Niphal typically mean?  It is usually the passive or reflexive of the Qal. 

 What is the parsing code for the Niphal?  N 

 Explain the parsing code for the Niphal. 
 It is N because all Niphal verbs have a Nun 

preformative (often assimilated to Dagesh Forte) 

 How do Niphal strong verbs begin? 

   ְִנ NP, NPt, some NA 

  ָּ ִי NI [also ,  ָּ ִנ ָּ  , ֶא ָּ  / ִא ָּ  , ִת] 
  ָ ִּה NM, N∞, some NA 

 What verbs begin   ְִנ?  QI1cp / QC1cp, NP, NPt, NA 

 What is the Niphal strong-verb VS pattern?  A ~ Ē(A) 

 What does the A mean in A ~ Ē(A)? 
 VS for the Perfect is A [ = Pathach =  ַ  ] 

o E.g., NP3ms =  ַ֫לִנְקט  

 What does the Ē mean in A ~ Ē(A)? 

 VS for the Imperfect, Imperative, and ∞ 

is Ē [ = Tsere =   ֵ  ] 

o E.g., NI3ms =  ֵ֫לִיָקט  E.g., NM2ms =  ֵ֫לִהָקט  

 What does the (A) mean in A ~ Ē(A)? 

 VS for FP Imperfect & Imperative is A (=Pathach= ַ ) 

o E.g., NI(2/3)fp = ְלָנה  ִתָקַט֫

o E.g., NM2fp = ְלָנה  ִהָקַט֫


What vowel is VS of participles? 

(Write the general rule and exceptions) 

 Participles use the P3ms VS, lengthened if possible 

 Exceptions: Qal and the FS t-form ( ֶ ת  ֶ֫ ). 

 What is VS for Niphal Participles?  Qamets Ā [    ָ  ] 

 Does Participle VS reduce before a 

sufformative? 
 Only if it is Tsere Ē [    ָ  ] 


What is VS for the Infinitive Absolute? 

(Write the general rule and exceptions) 

 Tsere Ē [    ָ  ] 

 Except Ȏ [ ֹו ] or Ō [   ֹ  ] for QA and some NA 


What distinguishes the NP3ms and the NPtMS? 

Why? 

 VS is short A in the Perfect (ִנְקטַ֫ ל) because of  

 VS is long Ā in the Participle (ִנְקטָ֫ ל) because  

 What distinguishes the NA and the QI1cp?  Identical for NA that use prefix   ְִנ 
 Parse  ֹ֫לִנְקט   קטל QI1cp or NA [with defective ֹו] 

 Parse  ַ֫לִנְקט   קטל NP3ms [because VS is short A] 

 Parse  ָ֫לִנְקט   קטל NPtMS [because VS is long Ā] 

 Parse  ֵ֫לִנָקט   קטל NI1cp [because preformative  ָּ ִי ] 

 Parse  ֹ֫ולִנְקט   קטל QI1cp  OR  NA [with plene ֹו] 

 Parse  ֵ֫לִהָקט   קטל NM2ms  OR  N∞  OR  NA 

 Parse  ָ֫הִנְקְטל   קטל QC1cp  OR  NP3fs 

 Parse  ָ֫הִנְקָטל   קטל NPtFS [VS is NOT reduced, so it is a participle] 
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Chapter 25: Niphal Weak Verbs 



When a 1-guttural verb begins 

o  ֱ ֶנ    OR   ֲ ַנ    OR    ְ ֶֶנ  

o where נ is a preformative, and 

o where     are the root consonants, and 

o where R1 is guttural 

what is it equivalent to in the strong verb 

paradigm and why? 

 These are all the same as   ְִנ in a strong verb 

because they follow the same pattern as the rule 

of shewa (§4.12). 

o For the strong verb,   ְְנ    ְִנ 
o For a 1-guttural,  ֱ ְנ   ֱ ֶנ 
o For a 1-guttural,  ֲ ְנ   ֲ ַנ 
o For a 1-guttural,   ְ ְֱנ    ְ ֱֶנ    ְ ֶֶנ 



When a 1-guttural verb begins 

o  ָ ֵי    OR   ָ ֵה    OR  ָ ֵת    OR 

   ָ  אֵ 

what is it equivalent to in the strong verb 

paradigm and why? 

  ָ ֵי for a 1-guttural is the same as  ָּ ִי in a strong 

verb 

 because the 1-guttural rejects the dagesh forte and 

lengthens the hireq to tsere.  ָּ ִי   ָ ֵי 

 What does 1Yod become in the Niphal? 

 Holem Waw if Niphal 1Yod gets a Shewa 

o [E.g., יׁשב NP3ms * בִנְיׁשַ֫     ַ֫בנֹוׁש ] 

 Consonantal Waw if Niphal 1Yod gets Dagesh 

o [E.g., יׁשב NI3ms * בִיָּיׁשֵ֫     ֵ֫בִיָּוׁש ] 

 [Both of these are true in the Niphal only] 

 If you see a verb that looks like a 1-waw verb in 

the Niphal, what is it? 

 It is a 1Yod verb. 

o E.g.,  ֵ֫בִיָּוׁש  looks like וׁשב NI3ms, 

but it is from יׁשב not וׁשב 

 When does 1Nun assimilate in the Niphal? 
 Wherever the preformative is   ְִנ (P, Pt, some A) 

 E.g., נצל QP3ms * לִנְנצַ֫     ַ֫לִנצ  

 What is tricky about 3א verbs in the Niphal?  NP3ms = NPtMS because 3א NP3ms VS = Ā ( ָ ) 


What happens to the 3ה of a 3ה verb if it has a 

sufformative or pronominal suffix that begins 

with a vowel? 

 The vowel of the sufformative or pronominal 

suffix swallows up the 3ה (it becomes V2). 

o [E.g., בנה QP3cp =  ּ֫וָבנ ] 

o [E.g., ראה QPtMS+1cs =  ִ֫יֹרא ] 


What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs if it has no 

sufformative and no pronominal suffix? 

The verb ends in this (right after R2): 

  ה ָ  Perfect 

  ה ֶ  Imperfect, Participle 

 Nothing Jussive, Imperfect Waw Consecutive 

  ה ֵ  Imperative or Infinitive Absolute 

 (but never QA) 

 ֹות Infinitive Construct 

  ֹה  or ֹו Infinitive Absolute 


What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs if it has a 

sufformative that begins with a consonant? 

 Put vowel+Yod between R2 and the sufformative 

o [E.g.,  ָית יתָ  ,is QP2ms ָבִנ֫  [is NP2ms ִנְבֵנ֫

 Parse  ָ֫אִנְמצ  
 מצא NP3ms or NPtMS or QI1cp 

 [so VS =  ָ  for NP and QI also א3] 
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 Parse  ַ֫בֶנֱעז   עזב NP3ms [1G.  ֱֶנע is like   ְִנ for strong verbs] 

 Parse  ּ֫וֶנֶעְזב   עזב NP3cp [1G.   ְֶנֶע is like   ְִנ for strong verbs] 

 Parse  ֵ֫בֵיָעז  and  ֵ֫בֵיׁש  
 ֵיָעזֵ֫ ב is עזב NI3ms [See all 3 Rs. R1 is  ע not י] 
  ֵ֫בֵיׁש  is יׁשב QI3ms [Missing an R, so 1Yod QI] 

 Parse  ֵ֫בֵהָעז   עזב N(M2ms/∞/A) [1G, so  ָ ֵה was  ָּ ִה] 

 Parse  ַ֫בִנצ   נצב NP3ms [1Nun, so ִנְנַצב  ִנַצב] 

 Parse  ַ֫בנֹוׁש   יׁשב NP3ms [נֹו is   ְִנ of 1Yod Niphal] 

 Parse  ֵ֫בִיָּוׁש   יׁשב NI3ms [Root וׁשב  יׁשב] 

 Parse  ֵ֫בִהָּוׁש   יׁשב N(M2ms/∞/A) [same reason as ] 
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Chapter 26: Piel Strong Verbs 

 What are the two major categories of meaning 

for Piel verbs? 

 Cause a state (‘factitive’) 

 Do something repeatedly. 

 What is the parsing code for the Piel?  D 

 Explain the parsing code for the Piel.  D = doubling (Dagesh Forte) in R2 for all Piel 


How do Piel strong verbs begin? 

[Write the preformative, V1, and any Dagesh 

Forte] 

    ּ ִ  P 

   ּ ְַי  I [also   ּ ַאֲ  / ְת   ּ ַ  [ְנַ ּ   / 
    ּ ַ  M, ∞, A 

   ּ ְַמ  Pt 

 What preformative vowel is used in the Piel?  Shewa [i.e.,  ְמְ  , נְ  , אֲ  , תְ  , י] 

 What verb forms have preformative Mem?  All participles except Qal and Niphal 

 What name should you remember for the Piel?  Piel–Pael 

 Explain the double name for the Piel. 
 Piel because V1 = I = Hireq [  ִ  ] in the Perfect 

 Pael because V1 = A = Pathach [  ַ  ] elsewhere 

 What is the Piel strong-verb VS pattern?  Ē(A) ~ Ē 

 Explain the Piel strong-verb stem-vowel pattern. 
 VS = Ē [  ֵ  ] in all forms, except that 

 VS = A [  ַ  ] in the Perfect 1st & 2nd person 


What is VS in the infinitive absolute? 

State the general rule and the exceptions. 

 VS in the infinitive absolute is normally Ē [  ֵ  ]. 

 But VS is Ô ֹו (or Ō  ֹ ) for QA & some NA 

[&5DA] 

 What is VS for Piel participles? Why?  Ē [  ֵ  ] because it is Perfect 3rd person VS 

 Do Piel Participles put a Shewa before the 

endings? Explain the rule. 

 Yes, Piel Participles put a Shewa before endings 

 Shewa precedes Participle endings only if VS = Ē. 

 VS = Ē for Piel Participles, so they get a Shewa. 

 Which forms are identical in the Piel strong 

verb? 
 DM2ms = D∞ = DA 

 What variations are there in the Piel VS ?  In the DP3ms, VS is sometimes A [  ַ  ] or E [  ֶ  ] 

 When is the dagesh forte for R2 lost in the Piel? 

 When R2 is a guttural 

 When R2 is a SQiN ‘eM LeVY consonant with 

shewa 

 Besides R2, where else does SQiN eM LeVY 

affect the Piel? 

 DIwc3ms and DIwc3mp lose the Dagesh Forte in 

the imperfect preformative:  ְַוּי   ְַוי 

 Which verb forms have no preformative? 

 Qal (not imperfect) 

 Piel (not imperfect or participle) 

 [Pual (not imperfect or participle) ch28] 

 What preformatives do Participles use?  מ (except the Qal and Niphal) 

 How can one distinguish DP3ms from DM2ms?  V1 =  ִ  for the Perfect and  ַ  for the Imperative 

(piēl – paēl) 

 Parse  ֵ֫לַקט   D(M2ms/∞/A) 
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Chapter 27: Piel Weak Verbs 

 Which verb types reject the dagesh forte in the 

Piel? Do they have compensatory lengthening? 

 2GR (2-Guttural & 2-Resh) reject Dagesh Forte 

 Sometimes compensatory lengthening. 


If Tsere   ֵ  is from compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before? 
   ִ  Hireq 


If Qamets   ָ  is from compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before? 
   ַ  Pathach 


If a Piel verb has V1 =  ֵ , what conjugation is it 

and why? 

 It is the Perfect. 

  ֵ  (Ē) is compensatory lengthening from V1 =  ִ  

(I) in a 2GR verb. 

 V1 =  ִ  (I) is a perfect verb because of piēl-paēl 


If a Piel verb with no preformative has V1 =  ָ , 

what conjugation is it and why? 

 It is the imperative, infinitive construct, or 

infinitive absolute. 

  ָ  (Ā) is compensatory lengthening from V1 

=    ַ (A) in a 2GR verb. 

 V1 =  ַ  (A) is NOT a perfect verb, because of 

piēl-paēl, so it is imperative, ∞, or A. 


What is tricky about 1Nun verbs in the Piel? 

Why? 

(this is not in the book) 

 The Piel and Niphal are identical in the Perfect, 

except in the 3ms. 

 They are identical because: 

 (1) Perfect VS is A (  ַ  ) for both, 

 (2) The Niphal 1-נ assimilates to a Dagesh in R2, 

 (3) The Piel 1-נ looks like the Niphal 

preformative  ִנ 


Explain the Perfect 3ms exception to . 

(this is not in the book) 

 The 3ms differs because the Niphal VS is A ~, 

whereas the Piel VS is Ē(A) ~ 

 E.g., נגׁש NP3ms =  ַׁ֫שִנג , but DP3ms =  ֵׁ֫שִנג  

 The 3fs and 3cp would also differ, but VS is 

reduced, so one can’t tell what it was before 


How are Biconsonantal verbs spelled in the 

Piel? 

 They are spelled as the pôlēl stem. 

o E.g., כּון PolelP3ms =  ֵ֫ןּכֹונ  

o Write R3 twice, separated by VS 

o V1 = Ô ( ֹו ) 
o VS is the same as the strong verb: Ē(A) ~ Ē 

 What do Geminate verbs do in the Piel? 

 Like strong verbs. 

o E.g.,חלל DP3ms =  ִללֵ֫ ח  

 OR like biconsonantal verbs (pôlēl) 

o E.g., חלל PolelP3ms =  ֵ֫לֹחל  
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Chapter 28: Pual Strong Verbs 

 What does the Pual stem mean? 
 It is usually the passive of the Piel. 

 (It is occasionally the passive of the Qal). 


What is the parsing code for the Pual? 

What does it stand for? 
Dp, which stands for “D passive” 

 Which Pual conjugations occur more than once? perfect, imperfect, participle 

 What is the Pual strong-verb VS pattern? A 

 How do Pual strong verbs begin? 

     ּ ֻ  DpP 

 DpI  ְיֻ ּ    

 DpPt  ְמֻ ּ    

 How is the Pual spelled, compared to the Piel? 

 Pual is spelled just like the Piel, except: 

o V1 is always qibbuts (  ֻ  ) 

o VS is always A 


Which verb forms have no preformative? 

(one more option since chapter 26) 

 Qal (not imperfect) 

 Piel and Pual (not imperfect or participle) 

Chapter 29: Pual Weak Verbs 
 What do I mean by ‘2G’ verbs?  The second root consonant is a guttural 

 What do I mean by ‘2GR’ verbs?  The second root consonant is a guttural or resh 

 What happens to 2GR verbs in the Pual? 
 R2 is not doubled (no dagesh forte). 

 V1 might have compensatory lengthening. 

 What is V1 in a Pual strong verb?  Always Qibbuts U (   ֻ  ) 

 What is V1 in a Pual 2GR verb with 

compensatory lengthening? 

 Holem Ō (   ֹ  ) 

 Occasionally spelled plene as Holem Waw Ô ( ֹו  ) 

 What is “virtual doubling”? 
 It is the textbook’s term for when there is NO 

compensatory lengthening after a guttural or resh 

rejects a dagesh forte. 


If V1 = Holem Ō (  ֹ  ), what are the parsing 

possibilities? 

 Qal Active Participle, OR 

 2-Guttural/Resh Pual verb with compensatory 

lengthening (   ֻ     ֹ  ) 


Distinguish the QPt from the Pual for verbs with 

V1 = Holem Ō (  ֹ  ). 

 Not 2GR  QPt 

 Preformative  DpPt ( ְמ) or DpI ( ְנְ  / אֲ  / תְ  / י) 
 Sufformative isn’t a participle sufformative  Dp 

   ֵ ֹ   is QPtMS 

   ַ ֹ  is DpP3ms (must be 2GR) 

  ה ָ ְ ֹ  is either QPtFS or DpP3fs (must be 2GR) 

 If Holem   ֹ  is from compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before? 
   ֻ  Qibbuts 
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Chapter 30: Hiphil Strong Verbs 

 What are the some major categories of meaning 

for Hiphil verbs? 

 Cause an action 

 Simple action (like the Qal) 

 Declare someone to be in a state (e.g.,‘declare 

guilty’) 

 What is the parsing code for the Hiphil? Why? 
 H because all Hiphil verbs have preformative ה 

(except for the Imperfect and Participles) 


How do Hiphil strong verbs begin? 

[Write the preformative, V1, and any Dagesh 

Forte] 

   ְִה   P 

   ְַי   I [also   ְַנְ   / ַאְ   / ַת] 
   ְַה   M, ∞, A 

   ְַמ   Pt 

 What is the mnemonic name for Hiphil strong 

verbs? 
 Hiphil – Haphil 

 Explain the mnemonic name for Hiphil strong 

verbs 

 Hiphil  VP = I = Hireq (  ִ  ) in the Perfect 

o E.g. ִהְקִטיל = HP3ms 

 Haphil  VP = A = Pathach (  ַ  ) if not Perfect 

o E.g., ַהְקִטיל = H∞; ַיְקִטיל = HI3ms, etc. 

 What is the Hiphil strong-verb VS pattern?  Î(A) ~ Î(Ē) 

 List the strong-verb exceptions to the Hiphil VS 

pattern. 
 Ē for M2ms+nothing, J and Iwc (usually singular) 

 Explain the Hiphil strong-verb stem-vowel 

pattern. 

 VS = Î [ י ִ ] in the Perfect 3rd person 

 VS = A [  ַ  ] in the Perfect 1st & 2nd person 

 VS = Î [ י ִ ] in the Imperfect, Imperative, and 

Infinitive Construct, except that 

 VS = Ē [  ֵ  ] in the Imperfect & Imperative FP 


Explain the exceptions to the Hiphil strong-verb 

stem-vowel pattern. 

 VS = Ē [  ֵ  ] instead of Î [ י ִ ] for: 

o HM2ms if there is no pronominal suffix 

o Jussive (usually, mainly in the singular) 

o Iwc (usually, mainly in the singular) 


Why is the Hiphil stem vowel Î (  י ִ  ) 
sometimes hard to recognize? 

 Sometimes it is spelled defectively as Hireq   ִ  


For the Hiphil in particular, what do you need to 

remember about the rule for when to put a 

Shewa before verb sufformatives? 

 Because Hireq-Yod is an irreducible long vowel, 

the Hiphil stem vowel Hireq-Yod never reduces 

to Shewa 

(not even when it is defectively written as Hireq). 

 Which Hiphil strong verb forms are identical?  HM2ms = HA = ל  ַהְקֵט֫

 Which verb forms have preformative  ִה? 
  ָ ִּה NM, N∞, and some NA 

   ְִה HP 

 Parse ל  HM2ms OR HA קטל  ַהְקֵט֫

 Parse יל  ∞H קטל  ַהְקִט֫

 Parse יל  HP3ms קטל  ִהְקִט֫
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Chapter 31: Hiphil Weak Verbs 

 What parsing clues can you trust for a 1-weak 

verb? 

 VS and any dagesh in R2, 

since they are not next to the 1-weak consonant. 

 Except 1Yod and Angry Baker 1א Change QI VS 


When a 1G verb begins  ֶה  ֱ  , what is it 

equivalent to in the strong verb paradigm and 

why? 

 This is equivalent to   ְִה   in a strong verb, 

because it follows the same pattern as the rule of 

shewa (§4.12).1 

o For strong verbs,  ְה  ְ     ִה  ְ   

o For 1G verbs,  ְה  ֱ     ֶה  ֱ   


When a 1G verb begins  ֲ ַי (or  ֲ ַת, etc.), what is 

it equivalent to for strong verbs and why? 

 Maybe Qal Imperfect   ְִי (Looks like  ֲ ְי   ֲ ַי)  
 Maybe Hiphil Imperfect   ְַי 

 Parse יד ד and ַיֲעִמִ֣  ַיֲעֹמֹ֥
 יד  HI3ms עמד = ַיֲעִמִ֣

 ד  QI3ms עמד = ַיֲעֹמֹ֥

 Explain  

 For 1G verbs, VP =  ַ  is Qal or Hiphil (see ) 

 Use VS to distinguish QI from HI of 1G verbs 

 1G-3ה verbs are ambiguous, since there is no VS 


What parsing clues can you trust for a 3-weak 

verb? 
 VP and any dagesh in R1 or R2, 

since they aren’t next to the 3-weak consonant. 

 What parsing clues can’t you trust for a 3-weak 

verb? 

 VS 

 The sufformative may also have some changes 


What do 3א verbs do in all stems (not just the 

H)? 

 If the 3א would have a shewa, it quiesces and any 

following ת drops its Dagesh Lene and Shewa 

 The stem vowel often switches to   ֵ ,   ָ , or   ֶ  

 What happens to 1Nun verbs in the Hiphil?  1Nun assimilates to Dagesh Forte in R2 

 What parsing ambiguities do 1Nun verbs have 

in the Hiphil? 

Dagesh Forte from assimilated 1Nun can look like: 

 Dagesh in R1 of the N(I/M/∞/A) ( ָ ִּי ָּ  ,ִה, etc) 

 Dagesh in R2 of the Piel 

 What happens to 1Yod in the Hiphil? It always drops out and is replaced by VP = ֹו (or  ֹ ) 

 What happens to 1Yod 

in the Niphal and Hiphil? 

 N/H 1Yod  ֹו if it has Shewa (  ְַתְ   ,ַהְ   ,ִהְ   ,ִנ) 

 Niphal 1Yod  Waw if it has Dagesh ( ָּ ִהּ ָ  ,ִת) 

 What verb forms have VP = ֹו or  ֹ  ? 
 1Yod Hiphil 

 1Yod N(P/Pt/A) if preformative is נֹו (strong   ְִנ) 

 What verb forms have V1 = ֹו or  ֹ  ? 
 Qal active participle 

 Pual of a 2GR verb 

 Parse ָיׁ֫שּוב and יב  ָיִׁש֫
 ָיׁ֫שּוב is ׁשּוב QI3ms [VS is lexical vowel] 

 יב  [ִ י = VS] HI3ms ׁשּוב is ָיִׁש֫

 [Biconsonantals have VP =  ָ  in the QI and HI] 

 How do you parse biconsonantal verbs in the 

Hiphil? 

 Use VS = Î ~ Î(Ē) 

 Don’t use VP since it is  ֶ  or  ֵ  or  ָ  or  ְ  

                                                 
1 Historically, the Qal and Hiphil preformative vowels aren’t really due to the rule of shewa, but they follow the same pattern, so this 

makes a useful way to think through how to parse weak verbs. 
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Chapter 32: Hophal Strong Verbs 

 What does the Hophal stem mean? 
 It is usually the passive of the Hiphil. 

 (It is occasionally the passive of the Qal). 


What is the parsing code for the Hophal? 

What does it stand for? 
Hp, which stands for “H passive” 

 Which verb conjugations occur at least 10 times 

in the Hophal? 
perfect, imperfect, participle 

 How do Hophal strong verbs begin? 

   ְָה or   ְֻה P 

   ְָי or   ְֻי I 

   ְָמ or   ְֻמ Pt 

 What mnemonic name should you remember for 

the Hophal? 
Houûphal 

 Explain the mnemonic name for the Hophal. 
Almost all Hophal verbs (including weak verbs) 

have VP=O (  ָ  Qamets Hatuf) or U ( ֻ ) or Û ( ּו ) 


When VP =  ָ , how can you tell if it is Qamets 

Hatuf  or Qamets? 

 If V1 is  ְ  or  ֳ , then VP =  ָ  is Qamets Hatuf 

 If V1 is anything else, then VP =  ָ  is Qamets 

(6 exceptions in the entire Bible) 


How does one distinguish a Hophal from a Pual, 

since both have vowel Qibbuts (   ֻ  )? 

The location of the Qibbuts is different. 

 Qibbuts is VP in the Hophal but V1 in the Pual 

 What is the Hophal stem vowel pattern? A 

 Given the general rule, what is the Hophal 

Participle stem vowel? 
Ā [   ָ  ] 

Chapter 33: Hophal Weak Verbs 


If VP = Û ( ּו ), what could the verb be? (weak 

verb type & stem) 

 1Yod, biconsonantal, or geminate Hophal 

 יכל Qal Imperfect 

 What is a certain indication that a verb is a 

Hophal? 

 Vp is ּו or  ֻ  [except QI of יכל] 
 Vp is  ָ  and V1 is  ְ  or  ֳ  

 What non-Hophal verb has VP = ּו ?  יכל in the Qal Imperfect 


If Vp is  ָ  but V1 is not  ְ  or  ֳ , 

what vowel is VP =  ָ , and what is the verb 

type? 

 Then VP =  ָ  is Qamets (not Qamets Hatuf) 

  (Qal or Hiphil) and (biconsonantal or geminate) 
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Chapter 34: Hithpael Strong Verbs 

 How do Hithpael strong verbs begin? 

 P, M, ∞, A  ִהְתַ ּ  

 I  ִיְתַ ּ  

 Pt  ִמְתַ ּ  

 What is the Hithpael strong-verb VS pattern? Ē(A) ~ Ē 

 Summarize the Hithpael strong-verb VS pattern. 
The stem vowel is Ē [  ֵ  ] everywhere except the 1st 

and second person of the perfect. 

 What stem is spelled similarly to the Hithpael? 

How are they similar? 

Both the D stem and the tD stem have: 

 V1 = Pathach (except D Perfect has Hireq) 

 Dagesh Forte in R2 

 VS = Ē(A) ~ Ē 



 

Under what conditions do letters switch places 

in the Hithpael? Which letters switch places? 

 

 If R1 is ס ,ׂש ,ׁש, or צ, then R1 and the ת of the 

Hithpael preformative switch places. 

o These are the ‘S’ letters in SQiN ‘eM LeVY 

o E.g., * ְךִיְתַׁשפֵ֫     ְֵ֫ךִיְׁשַתפ  



 

Under what conditions does part of the Hithpael 

preformative dissapear? 

 

 If R1 is ת ,ד, or ט, then the ת of the Hithpael 

preformative assimilates to a Dagesh Forte in R1 

o E.g., * אִיְתַטמָ֫     ָ֫אִיַטמ  

o [It also disappears with R1 = ז, but that only 

occurs once in the Bible] 

 What does the Hithpael stem typically indicate? 

 Reflexive voice – acting upon oneself. 

o E.g., ‘he sanctified himself’ 

 Reciprocal – acting upon one another. 

o E.g., ‘they looked at each other’ 

 Iterative – repeated action 

o E.g., ‘he walked back and forth’ 

 Like a Qal 

o E.g., ‘he prayed’ 

 Parse  ֵ֫לִהְתַקט   קטל tD(P3ms/M2ms/∞/A) 

 Parse  ּ֫וִהְתַקְטל   קטל tD(P3cp/M2mp) 
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Chapter 35: Hithpael Weak Verbs 

 When can the Dagesh Forte of  a tD verb be 

lost? 

The same as in the D and the Dp: 

 If 2GR, the dagesh is lost. 

o There may be compensatory lengthening. 

o E.g., * ךִהְתַבֵר֫     ְ֫ךִהְתָבֵר  

 If R2 is SQiN eM LeVY, the dagesh forte may be 

lost when VS reduces to shewa. 

o E.g.,  ּ֫וִהְתַפְלל    ּ֫וִהְתַפְלל  

 What do some biconsonantal and geminate 

verbs do in the tD stem? 

They form the hithpolel stem. 

E.g.,  ֵ֫םִהְתרֹומ  is רּום in the hithpolel P3ms 

 What does the verb חוה mean? To worship or show respect by prostrating oneself. 

 In what stem is the verb חוה used? Always the hishtaphel stem. 

 What other verbs occur in the hishtaphel stem? None 

 How does the hishtaphel stem begin? 

 P, M, ∞ (infinitive abs never occurs)    ִהְׁשתַ 

 I    ִיְׁשתַ 

 Pt    ִמְׁשתַ 
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Chapter 36: Introduction to the Hebrew Bible 

 What is ‘BHS’? 
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia 

It is the standard Hebrew Bible. 

 What is ‘BHQ’? 
Biblia Hebraica Quinta 

It is the successor to BHS, but it is not yet finished. 


What does the symbol ׃ mark in the Hebrew 

Bible? 
It marks the end of a verse. (‘Sof Pasuq’) 

 What usually marks the major break in a verse? 

 The accent Athnak   ֑  

 It looks like a fulcrum at which the verse 
pivots. 



What usually marks the biggest break within 

each half-verse (from the beginning of the verse 

to the athnak, and from athnak to the end of the 

verse)? 

The accent zaqeph qatan   ֔  


What can happen to the spelling of a word at the 

break points of a verse? 

(Accent   ֔  or   ֑  or at the end of a verse) 

A word may be ‘in pause’ (aka ‘pausal form’): 

o A vowel or shewa may change to Qamets   ָ  

o The accent may shift. 


What forms can have misleading spelling in 

pausal form? 

The 2ms type 1 pronominal suffix  ָך ְ  may 

become  ְך ָ  which looks like 2fs. So ָלְך ‘to you’ 

and ִאָתְך ‘with you’ may be 2fs or 2ms in pause. 

 What does a circle over a word   ֯  indicate? 
There is a note in the masorah parva (mp) on that 

word. So look at the outside margin for the note. 


When the mp note has   ק under another Hebrew 

word, what is the significance? 

The consonants of the word in the mp (the ‘Qere’) 

should be read with the vowels in the main text. 

The consonants in the main body of the Bible (the 

‘Kethib’) do not go with the vowels that are with 

them. The appropriate vowels are not shown. 

 What is a ‘perpetural qere’? 

A word that always has the Qere vowels with the 

Kethib consonants, and there is never an mp note 

to tell us the Qere consonants. 

 Give examples of perpetual qere. 

 ְיהָוה and ְיהָֹוה indicate Qere ֲאֹדָני 

 ִהוא indicates Qere ִהיא ‘she’ 

  ְִירּוָׁשַלם indicates Qere ְירּוָׁשַלִים 


What is the significance of a superscripted 

lower-case English letter in the main body of the 

text? 

It tells us to look at the modern text-critical note, 

marked with that lower-case English letter, at the 

bottom of the page. 

 To what does the word ‘Tanach’ refer? 

 The Hebrew Bible 

 It is an acronym of the 3 divisions: Torah (תֹוָרה), 

Prophets (ְנִביִאים), and Writings (ְּכתּוִבים). 
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Strong Verb 1-Page Summary 
 This summary and the Qal strong-verb paradigm enable one to generate all strong-verb paradigms. 

 Active Passive Reflexive 

Qal (Q)   ַ  ~   ֹ  Niphal (N)    ַ  ~   ֵ (  ַ ) 

  ָ   P, Pp, A  ְ ִנ   P, Pt, some A 

  ֹ   Pt  

 (ֶא/אִ  1cs) I   ִי ָּ  (אֶ  1cs) I   ִי ְ 

  ְ   M, ∞  ָּ ִה   M, ∞, some A 

Piel (D)   ֵ (  ַ ) ~   ֵ  Pual (Dp)   ַ  Hithpael (tD)   ֵ (  ַ ) ~   ֵ  

  ּ ִ  P   ּ ֻ  P  ּ  ִַהְת  P, M, ∞, A 

 Pt  ִמְתַ  ּ  Pt  ְמֻ  ּ  Pt  ְמַ  ּ 

 (אֶ  1cs) I  ִיְתַ  ּ  I (no 1cs)  ְיֻ  ּ  (אֲ  1cs) I  ְיַ  ּ 

  ּ ַ  M, ∞, A   

Hiphil (H)  י ִ (  ַ י  ~ ( ִ *(  ֵ ) Hophal (Hp)   ַ  VS code: 1 (2) ~ 3 (4) 

 P ① = Perfect   ָה/ֻה ְ  P   ִה ְ 

 Pt ② = Perfect 1st & 2nd person   ָמ/ֻמ ְ  Pt   ַמ ְ 

 ∞ ,I ③ = I, M   ָי/ֻי ְ  I   ַי ְ 

 M, ∞, A  ④ = I & M Feminine Plural   ַה ְ 

 

⑤ 
Infinitive absolute VS rule & 2 

exceptions 
Tsere except Qal and some Niphal use ֹו or    ָ  

⑥ Accent AFTER VS when (7 things) 
VS is reduced, P2mp, P2fp, Pwc2ms, Pwc1cs, 

pronominal suffix, participle ending 

⑦ Participle VS rule & 3 exceptions 
Perfect 3rd person lengthened, except: 

Qal (   ֵ  ), Qal passive ( ּו ), and FS t-form ( ֶ ת  ֶ֫ ) 

⑧ 
When Shewa before Participle 

ending? 
Only if VS = Tsere   ָ   

⑨ 
NO SHEWA before finite-verb 

sufformative when (7 things): 

VS is an irreducible long vowel (י / ּו / ֹו ִ). QP V1. 3א 

quiesces. pronominal suffix (maybe). pausal form (maybe). 

⑩ * 3 exceptions to Hiphil VS pattern    ָ  in the M2ms+nothing, most J, most Iwc 
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First-year Hebrew Summary 
 The full study guide (+ paradigms and vocabulary) is everything that you need to know. 

 This and the ‘strong verb 1-page summary’ are the most important things that I think are most likely to be 

forgotten. So memorize them both. 

 This omits many things from the Hebrew 1 summary (chapters 1–17), so review that also as needed. 


What kinds of verbs are finite verbs? 

Explain the principle and list the verb types. 

 Verbs with ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) 

 Perfect, Imperfect, Imperative, Jussive, & 

Cohortative 


What kinds of verbs are NOT finite verbs? 

Explain the principle and list the verb types. 

 Verbs WITHOUT ‘person’ (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) 

 Participle, Infinitive Construct, Infinitive 

Absolute 

 Which verb forms can be the object of a preposition?  Infinitive Constructs and Participles 

 What does VS mean? 
 It is the ‘stem vowel’. 

 The vowel in front of R3 (=V2 if R2 & R3 exist) 

 Where is VS = A for strong verbs in all stems?  Perfect 1st and 2nd person in all stems = Pathach 

 How does  help you remember VS patterns?  There is always Pathach (A) before the  ~ 


What length are the different vowels (aeio) in 

the strong-verb VS patterns? 

 A is always short A 

 E is always long Ē 

 I is always a vowel letter Î 

 O is always long Ō 

 Which stems have the same VS pattern? 
 Pual and Hophal (the passive stems) are A 

 Piel and Hithpael are Ē(A) ~ Ē 


Which stems have mnemonic double names? 

Explain their meaning. [Ch 26, 30] 

 Piel-Pael because V1 = I in Perfect, A elsewhere 

 Hiphil-Haphel because VP = I perfect, A 

elsewhere 


Which verb forms have no preformative? 

 [Ch 26] 

 Qal (except Imperfect) 

 Piel and Pual (except Imperfect and Participle) 

 What preformative do participles use? [Ch 26]  מ (except for Qal and Niphal) 

 What marks a verb as jussive or cohortative? 

 Meaning in context (desire, resolve, request, etc.) 

 First in its clause (usually) 

 Shortened VS in the jussive for some forms 

 Final  ה ָ  in the cohortative (often) 

 Followed by ָנא (sometimes) 


How can you tell whether נּו at the end of a word 

is a 1cp pronominal suffix or a Perfect 1cp 

sufformative? 

 If נּו is preceded by a Shewa or an irreducible long 

vowel, it is a Perfect 1cp 

 If it is preceded by any other vowel, it is a 1cp 

pronominal suffix. 


Which verb forms with a pronominal suffix but 

no preformative begin   ַ ְ  or   ָ ְ  ? 

 Qal Perfect 

 Qal Imperative of a Stative, 1G, or 2G verb 


Which verb forms with a pronominal suffix but 

no preformative begin    ְ ָ  ? 
 Qal Imperative or Infinitive Construct 
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 What changes does Resh cause in general? 
 Reject Dagesh Forte. 

o Usually compensatory lengthening of 

preceding vowel 


What 2 changes do gutturals cause in general? 

(Don’t discuss changes to VS specifically) 

 Reject Dagesh Forte. 

o Perhaps compensatory lengthening of 

preceding vowel 

 Use a Hateph Vowel instead of Shewa 

o The preceding vowel may change, following 

the pattern of the the Rule of Shewa. 

o E.g.,   ְְי    ְִי for strong but  ֲ ְי   ֲ ַי for 1G 

 What is the strong verb vowel for   ֲ  or   ֱ  or   ֳ  ?  Shewa   ְ  

 What is the strong verb pattern for   ֱ ֶ  ?     ְ ִ  

 What is the strong verb pattern for   ֲ ַ  ?  Either    ְ ִ  or    ְ ַ  



If you see Tsere followed by GR (GR = 

‘guttural or resh’), (e.g.,  ר ֵ ) what might it have 

been if there weren’t GR? 

 Hireq + Dagesh Forte    ּ ִ  [or just Tsere] 

 The same as  except Holem+GR ( ֹר  )?  Qibbuts + Dagesh Forte    ּ ֻ  [or just Holem] 

 The same as  except Qamets+GR ( ר  ָ )?  Patach+ Dagesh Forte    ּ ַ  [or just Qamets] 


What distinguishes the ‘Angry Baker’ verbs 

from other 1א verbs throughout the QI? 

 VP =  ֹ  and 1א quiesces (VS changes too) 

o E.g., ר ר* not) יֹאַמ֫  (ִיְאֹמ֫


What happens to Angry Baker verbs 

only in the QI1cs? 

 Quiescent 1א disappears after preformative א 

o E.g., ר ר* not) ֹאַמ֫  (אֹאַמ֫


If there is a quiescent Aleph, what vowel should 

you put under the Aleph (in your mind) to get 

back closer to the strong-verb pattern? 
 Shewa 

 Why does the 3ה of 3ה verbs change so much?  It is a vowel letter, not a consonant. 


What happens to the 3ה of a 3ה verb if it has a 

sufformative or a pronominal suffix that begins 

with a vowel? 

 The vowel of the sufformative or pronominal 

suffix swallows up the 3ה (it becomes V2). 

o E.g., בנה QP3cp = ָבנּו. 

o E.g., ראה QPtMS+1cs = ֹרִאי 


What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs if it has no 

sufformative and no pronominal suffix? 

The verb ends in this (right after R2): 

  ה ָ  Perfect 

  ה ֶ  Imperfect, Participle 

 Nothing Jussive, Imperfect Waw Consecutive 

  ה ֵ  Imperative or Infinitive Absolute 

 (but never QA) 

 ֹות Infinitive Construct 

  ֹה  or ֹו Infinitive Absolute 


What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs if it has a 

sufformative that begins with a consonant? 
 Put vowel+Yod between R2 and the sufformative 
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What happens to the 3ה of 3ה verbs if it has no 

sufformative, but it does have a pronominal 

suffix that begins with a consonant? 

 The 3ה vowel letter disappears 

 E.g., נחה QP3ms+1cs = ִני = ִני+ָנָחה  ָנַח֫


If a verb parses as 3-Yod, what is it? E.g., 

 Qal Passive Participle ה 3 ְבנּו֫יֹות


If there is a Dagesh from an assimilated root 

consonant, what was it? 
 Nun with silent Shewa  ְנ [almost always] 

 What ambiguities do 1Nun verbs have? 
 DP = NP (except 3ms) 

 E.g., ִנְשאּו is נׂשא (N/D)P3cp 


What verb forms without a preformative 

lose 1Nun? 

 QM 

 Q∞ adds ת to the end when it drops R1 

 In which verb forms does 3-Nun assimilate? 

 If the sufformative begins with a consonant: 

o Perfect: 2ms, 2fs, 1cs, 2mp, 2fp, 1cp 

o Impefect (2/3)fp 

o Imperative FP 

 In which verb forms does 3-Tav assimilate? 
 Whenever the sufformative begins with Tav: 

o Perfect: 2ms, 2fs, 1cs, 2mp, 2fp 

 Where are 1Yod verbs weak? 

Drop 1Yod when the strong verb has Shewa there: 

o QM  

o Q∞ add ת to end 

o QI VP =  ֵ  or י ִ 

o N, H VP = ֹו 
o Hp VP = ּו 

1Yod  consonantal Waw if a Dagesh in it: 

o NI, N(M/∞/A) 


Where do biconsonantal verbs keep their lexical 

vowel as VS? 
QI, QM, Q∞ 


Where do biconsonantal verbs have an unusual 

preformative vowel? 

 QI has VP =  ָ  

 Hp has VP = ּו 
 Accent lengthens H VP to  ֵ  or  ָ  

 Distant accent reduces VP to  ְ  in the 

Qal and Hiphil if FP or a pronoinal suffix 


What mnemonic name should you remember for 

the Hophal? 
Houûphal 

 Explain the mnemonic name for the Hophal. 
Almost all Hophal verbs (including weak verbs) 

have VP=O (  ָ  Qamets Hatuf) or U ( ֻ ) or Û ( ּו ) 
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Preformative Vowel Summary 
 There is no need to memorize this table, since you should be able to think your way through it. 

VP Parsing Options 

  ַ   H 

 Q 1G 

  ָ  
 (Q/H) biconsonantal or geminate 

 Hp if    ְ ָ  or 1G   ֳ ָ  or 1G    ְ ָ ָ  (  ָ  is Qamets Hatuf) 

 אֶ 

 QI1cs 

 NI1cs if  ָּ ֶא 

 tDI1cs if  ְֶאת 

  ֶ   Q 1G 

  ֵ  

 Q 1Yod or הלך or geminate 

 N 1GR 

 HPtMS if  ֵמ and biconsonantal or geminate 

   ּ ִ  
 N if   ָּ ִ  
 Q if 1Nun or לקח or geminate 

  ִ  

 Q 

 tD if   ְת ִ  
 HP if  ִה 

י  ִ   Q 1Yod 
  ֹ   Q Angry Baker 1א imperfect (lose 1א in QI1cs) 

ֹו   
 N(P/Pt/A) 1Yod 

 H 1Yod 
  ֻ   Hophal 

ּו    Hophal 1Yod, biconsonantal, or geminate 

 Q if יכל 

  ְ  
 (D/Dp) 

 (Q/H) if biconsonantal or geminate with the accent 2 or more syllables 

 after the preformative 
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